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CO-OP SUCCESSFULL
by Ian Robinson
The challenge of placing
greenhorn university students in
responsible positions in business
and government through the Co-
operative Education and Internship
programs in a tall order and some
programs are suffering. A case in
point is the UW Engineers.
Has this malaise affected students
in co-op programs at Laurier? A
firm 'no' was the reaction of Doug
Witmer, Director of Co-operative
[Education and John Thompson,
head of the School of Business and
! Economics (SBE) Co-op program.
Both Witmer and Thompson
indicated that tighter economic
itimes means a tougher battle to find
|jobs for students. However, in the
program, co-ordinators have simply
taken the battle further afield and
their success is shown in these
statistics:
SBE Co-op - May - August 1982 -
1 unplaced student out of 124.
September - December 1982 - no
unplaced students out of 111.
Internship - May - August 1982 -
55 out of 61 students were placed.
All students in Anthropology,
Biology, History and Computer
were placed. One student out of 10 in
English, 2 students out of 25 in
Geography and 3 students out of7 in
Political Science did not receive
positions through the program.
The Internship Program has a
weaker record than Co-op primarily
because it is newer and time is
"required to develop regular
'positions each year.
The SBE Co-op admits students
in second year based on strong
interpersonal skills in an interview
situation and a solid GPA. Co-op
then assists the new students in
constructing a resume and arranges
their first job interviews during the
latter part of second year. The
student embarks on a four month
job and will either stay in this
position for his three work terms or
return to the interview process to
change positions.
The fees for this program are $200
in second year and $200 in third
year.
Thompson credits aggressive
marketing and the quality of the
students as the reasons for success.
Another interesting factor regarding
maintenance of positions in the
management accounting area is that
people are required to construct
financial statements regardless of
whether the ink is red or black.
During the last year, Co-op co-
ordinators visited 187 new
employers. This paid off, resulting in
28 new employers hiring during May
- August '82. A negative factor has
been the reluctance of employers to
hire Co-op students when they have
regular unionized employees laid
off.
Internship is co-ordinated by
Wendy Coffin and is quite similar to
the SBE Co-op in terms of
admittance and services provided.
Work terms are during the summer
after second and third year. The fee
charged is $50 per year. As part of
the Internship program, a
mandatory set of career services
sessions are attended by the
students, including Resume Writing,
Interviewing Skills, Job Search and
Career Planning. Although career
services are available to all students,
Witmer suggested that these
particular sessions were tailored to
the needs of the Interns.
The situation, however, is not all
perfume and roses. One 3rd year ex-
intern interviewed was very bitter
and disappointed concerning his
treatment in the Internship program
and failure to get a position. He felt
brushed off by both Coffin and
personnel in Career Services. "I
signed up for 10 job interviews, got 1
interview and that was a business
job." He also felt that the co-
ordinators were not aggressive
enough and that they "got my hopes
up and then told me I had better
work on developing my own
position". Since developing your
own position loosely translates into
"you're on your own, Jack", this
student thought his fee was "the
worst $50 I ever spent."
Witmer responded to these
statements by explaining that the
$50 is not a placement fee and that
this fact is emphasized to students
upon entry into the program. He
also detailed a comprehensive letter
writing, phone call and interview
schedule which the co-ordinators
follow to drum up employer interest.
A glance at his time table over the
next two months is evidence to the
fact that he is far from idle.
There seems to be a contradiction
between this particular student's
view of the program and the view
presented by Witmer. One reason is
that it is easy as a student to lull
one's self into a false sense of
security. Secondly, these programs
compete against many others and an
employer might interview 5
candidates in 5 different programs
for one job.
Witmer said that 225 job
descriptions were posted this last
summer, yet 6 people out of 61 went
without jobs. This statistic
illustrates that, in the final
analysis, the selling job is done by
the students. A third reason is that
the structure of a program in which
the student undergoes a selection
process and pays a fee in advance
leads him to place expectations on
the program, even though he is
aware that there is no guarantee.
One possible way to remedy this
situation would be to improve
communication and team work
between co-ordinators and students,
especially if the student has
problems getting a job. Secondly, a
split fee arrangement could be
installed whereby, for example, half
is paid in advance and the other half
paid upon getting a job. Obviously
this alternative would place a strain
on the working capital of the
programs. Thirdly, admission
requirements could be tightened up
to reduce the number of students,
thus improving the chances of those
in the program.
Both Witmer and Thompson
indicated that this alternative is not
currently being considered.
Co-op and Intern programs provide vital experience for students
DEVELOPMENT FUND
by Mike Strathdee
WLU President Dr. John Weir
intends not to let external
commitments of his new office
remove him from everyday
concerns of Laurier faculty and
students. In an interview with the
Cord, Dr. Weir said that he feels that
it is important that he know Laurier
students and faculty in order to
respond to their needs. In addition
to his other duties as WLU
president, Dr. Weir is presently
involved in interactions with the
provincial government which will
require him to make several trips to
Toronto over the next few weeks.
The Ontario government is
presently planning revisions to the
formula under which universities
receive money. Weir is working to
ensure that WLU gets "its fair
share" under any new arrangement.
He is however, concerned not to be
an "absentee president" and hopes
to be involved in all university
activities. Dr. Weir is convinced that
Laurier's current Development
Fund drive will reach its $6.2 million
goal. He is encouraged by the fact
that the drive is presently one third
of the way to its goal and admits that
the drive may be slower in
completion than was originally
forecast due to current economic
conditions. Dr. Weir is pleased with
the corporate and community
reception to the current campaign,
which he points to as evidence that
W.L.U. is highly regarded within the
community.
Many Cord readers may be
unfamiliar with the proposed capital
construction projects and
renovations which the development
fund will eventually be applied
towards. Several major changes to
the Laurier campus will occur over
the next few years as a result of this
campaign.
The addition of two new floors to
the library, thus creating 28,000
square feet of new space will cost
approximately two million dollars.
The present faculty of music
facilities will receive a major face lift
in several stages. The first step in this
$1,300,000 expansion will involve
the building of a practice and recital
hall, as well as, refurnishing the
Theatre Auditorium and converting
it into a concert hall.
This will also involve relocating the
road which presently runs between
Conrad Hall and the T.A.
Long range plans include moving
the music faculty out of MacDonald
House and returning the former
residence to its original use.
A one million dollar updating of
computer facilities is also in the
works. The computer facility is
presently overcrowded, due in part
to the growing use of the computer
in many courses throughout the
university. Also, the computer itself
is getting old and the existing main
frame will eventually need to be
replaced.
The new computer will be applied
both to existing courses and faculty
research. When asked it the
purchase of the new computer
would result in any change to the
agreement under which Ist year
students take a required course at U
of W, Dr. Weir replied that it is not
the intention of the university at the
present time to change its agreement
with U of W.
Other changes will include a
replacement of the boilers in the
WLU power plant in order to
provide more centralized heating,
renovating the WLU science
laboratories (to the tune of five
hundred thousand dollars), and
improvements to Athletic Complex
equipment, Food Service facilities,
and the University's telephone
communication centre.
A $300,000 Project Laurier fund is
also planned to provide funding for
scholarships and research projects.
Dr. Weir admits that sequence or
priortization of the projects has not
yet been set out. He added that the
speed at which money is received
may determine the timetable for
renovations. Some projects may
conceivably be started before the
fund-raising campaign itself is
actually finished.
BOARD AGREES TO NEW
EQUIPMENT PURCHASE
by Michaela Reicht
WLUSU held its first meeting of the
new school term on Sunday, Sept.
19. It was a short but efficient
meeting.
The minutes from the last meeting
were accepted. Next, Lynda Carter,
vice-president-finance explained
that CUTS (Canadian University
Travel Service) would like to use the
facilities for Studio 1 but would not
know till the end of Sept. whether
they could afford it.
Kevin Dryden, Director of Student
Activities, then proposed his motion
for the purchase of new equipment
for the D t J. booth in the Turret. The
main reasons for this were to
improve the existing facilities (which
are currently working at full
capacity) and to create a second
mobile unit. The new equipment,
consisting of 2 speakers, 2 amps, 1
turntable and 1 mixer, would cost
under $6000, a figure which is in the
medium price range. A second
mobile unit would be created with
the existing equipment in the D.J.
booth. It is felt that Samboard has
sufficient demand to warrant 2
units. The Kinesiology pub and the
Chemistry pub at U of W have
demonstrated an interest in
contracting Samboard to play there
every week. The revenue earned in
contracting Samboard to play there
every week. The revenue earned
from those additional bookings
would subsidize the purchase of the
new equipment.
WLUSU President Steve Patten
led off his report by saying that this
year's orientation was the best ever.
Shinerama raised $5700 and
WLUSU donated another $750 to
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Dr.
Weir set up a commission to look
into the use of the AC. since there
have been some complaints trom
within the university regarding
activities and hours of use.
The Board was asked for 2
volunteers to represent the students
on the sommission, Deb Moffat and
Ed Nieuwesteeg took the task.
Finally, a use has been found for the
"room" beside Nichols office
on the second floor of SUB. Dr.
Weir would like to rent the room for
computer terminals, something that
the university desperately needs
more of. The university would pay
for carpeting and painting. WLUSU
agreed to the plan on the condition
that the contract be reviewed every
year, that WLUSU can use it on
demand (eg. Orientation) and there
is sufficient renumeration.
Mark Van Dongen, Chairman of the
Board, has been WLUSU
representativee on the Waterloo
125th anniversary street dance
cont pg. 2
committee. The Board donated $500
for operational expences, offered
promotional support and are
providing some student security for
the event which will occur this
Saturday night, September 25th, in
downtown Waterloo.
The last part of the meeting was
devoted to any items not on thagenda. Issues raised includedcomplaints about the bookstore tprices and the buy-back policyThere were also questions regarding
developments in the negotiations tngain reduced bus rates for studenkSteve Patten will be asking twoBoard members to work on thuissue.
TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE
FOR STUDENTS AT LAURIER
by Blaine Connolly
Laurier students finally have the
chance to have their essays typed
professionally at a fair price.
Two adventurous Laurier students,
Sue Mills and Jill Fewster, saw a
need in the school and set their
energies toward providing a typing
service for the students.
Meetings were held in April and
August to bring forth those students
who wished to be a member of the
typing service. 140 typists showed
interest in offering their services to
the students. The top thirty typists
were chosen.
The cost of the service is based upon
the layout of the page which is
required to be typed. Basic pages are
80c per unit. Detailed pages
(bibliographies) cost $1.00 per unit.
Endnotes are asked to be submitted,
as the work entailed in footnotes
could push the cost of an otherwise
basic page to $1.00 per unit.
The prices are based upon three
days' notice given for the service. As
the lead time becomes smaller, the
cost rises per page (by 10c for a basic
page and 25c for a detailed page).
All articles must be booked 2 days in
advance, single side only, double
spaced, legible and accompanied by
clear format instructions for the
typist. A premium is charged for
work that does not meet these
requirements. The Typing Service
will not be responsible for any
resulting errors. If the above
conditions are met, the service
guarantees to return to the student
exactly what they received (but
typed).
The arrangements can be made at a
table in the concourse Monday
through Friday. 1:00 - 1:30 pm is
reserved for drop off and booking
and 2:00 - 2:30 pm for pick-up and
booking.
WILF'S A VICTIM
by Basil Healey
Last May, on the final operating
day of Wilfs for the school year
1981-1982, a thief (thieves) stole the
stereo system located behind the
bar.
The theft occurred sometime
between midnight April 30 and 10
Monday morning. Jim OKeefe, the
liquor services co-ordinator for
WI.IISU, entered Will's on Monday
morning to discover that the stereo
had been stolen.
I lie stolen acticlcs were: one
I.uxman amplifier, one Sony casette
tape deck and several assorted music-
tapes. file original cost of this
equipment is estimated to be
between six and seven hundred
dollars. This equipment has been
replaced at a cost ol approximately
live hundred anil thirty dollars.
To this date WI.IJSU and l.aurier
security are unsure as to how the
equipment was stolen as there were
no simis ol lorced entry. 1 he stereo
and tapes had previously been kept
behind the bar unlocked and not
pcrminantly fastened to the counter.
All the thief would have had to do
once entry was gained w;ls pick up
the components and walk out the
back door. OKcefe has made
assurances tlie new equipment will
be kept well out of reach of any
prospective thieves.
It lias been postulated that the
thiel(s) either entered through an
unlocked door or hid out in the
washroom until Will's closed that
evening, l.aurier security locks the
door at the end ol the corridor by the
concourse that leads to the Dean of
Students office and Wilfs. Since
there was no sign of forced entry, it
would appear that someone was
hidden within Will's and waited
until closinu.
McGILL
IN COURT
MONTRFAI. (CIJP) - The
Quebec Superior court has placed an
injunction against the distribution
ol a McCiill undergraduate
handbook but the student society
plans to dely the order.
I he injunction was issued a week
belore registration on behalf of a
McCiill student whose picture
appears in an article on sexually
transmitted diseases.
Michael 'I red' Methot. who was
a losing candidate in last spring's
student society presidential
elections, told a local newspaper
that McOill students would
recognize his photo and ridicule
him.
Society staff and volunteers tried
to rectil v the situation by inking out
Methot's picture from all 12.000
copies of the handbook. Methot's
lawyer then verified their work
belore ii was distributed.
I he handbook represents $6,000
in advertising revenue that the
student society will lose if lie book is
not distributed during registration.
Sally Tindal, a student who
helped ink out Methot's photo told a
local paper. "I think it (the
handbook) is a total waste of time.,
money and energy which could be
used far more productively."
I he society handbook has also
been confronted with other
problems. The student newspaper.
The McCiill Daily, produced its own
handbook this summer which
competed with the societv
handbook for advertising revenue.
The society has lost $5,000 on the
project so far, according to Jon
Shilman. the society's financial
controller .
Both sides in the dispute have
refused to comment on the situation
because the matter is still before the
aunts.
CHEVY
BIRTH
(RNR-CIJP)- More headaches for
the Kremlin: this time it isn't Poland
or Alghanistan-or even western blue
leans.
The problem is the folks in
Armenia, who are giving their kids
name s like '' lel e p h one'',
"Chevrolet" and, in the case of a
pair ol twins. "Ping" and "Pong".
I lie Communist party newspaper,
critici/ing the trend to name
children after "kitchen devices and
socio-political formations" sa\s it
mav be ideologically correct to name
\our child "lulfilI-the-livc-ycar-
plan-in-lour-years". but it won't
make his or her life anv easier.
GRAPHIC/CUP
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Touchdown
atMcGunnis
Before or after the game;
at McGinnis it's more than a meal!
It's great food and good fun and an atmosphere
you can relax in. A place for you and me,
and for the family.
160 UNIVERSITY AVENGE
WATERLOO
j TV MOVIE CENTER
■ CANADA'S LEADING HOME ENTERTAINMENT ll
■ SPECIALISTS IN KITCHENER, WATERLOO, AND LONDON
. 100'S OF MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM: VHS AND BETA r]
I*. QUALITY ALWAYS COMES FIRST AT COMPLETE LINE OF HITACHI k*
■ />»« X ■ ■■—m ■ ■■ VIDEO RECORDERS. 50" LARGE (J
- ZJJ MITAOM I SCREEN TV ALL AT SPECIAL n
" ■ TH,WORTH°N H ask about our first of m
" H ONE EXTRA MOVIE THE WEEK SPECIALS ON LJ
■ 9H WITH 3 DAY RECORDER RENTALS. LJ
LJ
Phone 886-1313 65 University Ave. E. University Square Plaza at Weber
WUS CALLS LAURIER FOR SUCCESS
by Mike Strathdee
World University Service (WUS)
fieldworker, Cameron McGuire,
visited WLU last Wednesday in an
effort to drum up support for the
formation of a Waterloo area WUS
committee. McGuire gave a short
talk on the historical background,
present role and future aspiration of
WUS to a small group of university
officials. The informal meeting was
held in the office of Fred Nichols,
Dean of Students, and was also
attended by WLUSU President
Steve Patten.
World University Service is an
jinternational development agency
which started as a vehicle for student
development education.
WUS education seminars involve
Isending a group of faculty and
students from various institutions
on a field trip to a third world
nation. The purpose of these
seminars is to research development
issues within a given country. The
1983 WUS field trip is to Egypt.
The executive director of WUS,
Bill McNeil, was at one time very
active within the Canadian
University Student Overseas
(CUSO) program. WUS is quite
similar to CUSO in that both
organizations recruit contract work
overseas.
WUS has placed teachers and
medical personnel in such African
nations as Nigeria, Zimbabwe,
Botswana, and the Swaziland. WUS
also recruits volunteers for the
United Nations volunteer program.
WUS is also responsible for a
student refugee program. According
to WUS fieldworker, Cameron
McGuire, WUS is the only agency
which places student refugees in
Canadian universities.
The student refugee program,
which WUS started about four years
ago, will place between forty and
forty-five student refugees in
Canadian universities this year.
McGuire points out that the number
of refugees brought into Canada
would be much greater if more
sponsors existed, since the number
ofrefugees applying to this program
far outstips WUS's ability to place
them.
To date, no WUS sponsored
refugees have been placed in the K-
W area. WUS asks universities
involved in their refugee program to
waive tuition and to provide room
and board for a period of one year
for the sponsored individual. No
such offer has been made by either of
U of W or Laurier students or
administration.
McGuire hopes to see the
establishment of a joint U of
W/Laurier fac u 11 y-stu d en t
committee in order to promote
WUS activities. Such a campus
committee would engage in selecting
students for the WUS summer
seminars, distribution of
information on WUS programs, and
potentially involvement in
sponsoring a student refugee.
Any students who are interested
in serving on a local WUS
Committee can contact WLUSU
President Steve Patten for further
information.
LAURIER: FORERUNNER IN 80's
by Ian Robinson
t WLU Board of Governors
meeting was held on Tuesday,
eptember 21. The meeting
ommenced with a presentation by
Arthur Stephen, Associate
tegistrar, and then went on to
liscussion of various financial
oncerns and acceptance of the
yLU financial statements for the
'ear ended April 30, 1982.
Llr. Stephen's presentation was
»asically a summary of WLU'S
idmissions statistics and marketing
tpproaches. Over the period of 1975
io 1982, admissions in Business
jrograms have risen 260%, Science-
-79%, Music-137% and Arts-206%.
jitephen credited Co-op and
nternship programs and the new
Computer Electronics Program with
he increase.
n terms of academic image, Stephen
commented that Laurier has risen
from a "last choice" university in the
1960's to a forerunner in the early
1980's.
Mr. Stephen's presentation also
included areview of how Laurier has
aggressively marketed itself to high
schools through full colour
publications and an on-going liaison
program. This year, the Liaison
office conducted presentations at
600 high schools. Judging by the
quality of Mr. Stephen's
presentation, this effort is creating
wide and favourable opinions of our
school amongst future students.
The remainder of the meeting
entailed passing resolutions
regarding the university's banking,
and a reviewing of the financial
statements. This year's surplus has
dropped from $430,000 to $186,000
which Dr. J. Moffat, Chairman of
the Board, regarded as rather slim.
The university is hardly at the edge
of bankruptcy however. WLU has
approximately $22M in equity, total
assets of $30M and substantial near
cash assets.
Some Board members posed
questions regarding the school's
ability to handle the current student
load with our present facilities.
WLU is operating at capacity,
meaning that the high demand for
enrollment is not likely to increase
the total number of students. In a
post-meeting interview. Dr. Moffat
said that the provincial government
is currently frowning on capital
expenditures using public monies.
Laurier has recently embarked on a
private fund-raising campaign.
Another concern is the provincial
government's prediction of a
province wide 21% decrease in
Grade 13 graduates by 1986.
Laurier's lack of a set of "limited
enrollment" programs, besides that
of Business, will make it more
susceptible to this decrease. The
decrease will also place added
emphasis on Laurier's marketing
efforts.
YARD SALE
By John Tellian
On Saturday September 18.
/ilfrid saw its first Annual
'ard Sale, sponsored by the Wilfrid
.aurier Staff Asociation. The
xation for the event was the
uadrangle. just outside the dining
lall. Although advertised to run
rom 10:00 am to 1:00 pm, the sale
ontinued until after 1:30 with
eventv-five people dropping by,
ncluding staff and faculty
nembers raising over SI 50.00
Organizer of the event and Staff
Association President Bert Duncan
aid the idea originated back in
spring and was designed with the
students in mind. The Staff
Association wanted to provide the
students with some goods which
they might need at a reasonable
price. The profits from the event are
applied towards the Wilfrid Laurier
Staff Association Scholarship Fund,
in which $500 is awarded"annually.
Members of the Staff Association
donated articles for sale. Items
Ibought by students included: a
corn popper, lamps, bookshelves,
books, clothes, glasses, dishes,
vases, drapes, an iron and various
kitchen and household goods. The
prices ranged from l()c up but were
very reasonable. A double
bedspread and matching curtains
went for $10. At the sale, the Staff
Association was represented by
Monica Baribeau, Fave Huggins,
Brenda Strauss and Bert Duncan.
The reasons the Staff Association
decided on a yard sale were to raise
funds, to provide a service to the
students and to promote the Staff
Association in the eyes of the
students. According to Duncan, the
students often forget that there are
close to 500. non-facultv staff
members at Laurier. These include
secretaries, clerical and technical
staff, executive professionals (such
as the Director of the Bookstore)
and mid-managijnent positions.
The Staff Association has a
membership of 270 and provides
services other than the Scholarships
Fund. Currently they are saving
.Zehrs; tapes with which they
purchase tape recorders for the deaf
and blind students. These are used
for transcribing lecture notes. The
Staff Association also has internal
events such as meetings, bus trips
and a Christmas party.
Duncan hopes to see the Yard
Sale become an annual event, maybe
during Orientation Week or shortly
after. "It's a nice idea."
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Waterloo Which is Right?
0 ~. ■ For Sale Creation or Evolution?
wIIM OflOp O * X 8 Listen to Duane T. Gishm onetcase m (PhD - Biochemistry,
258 King st. N ■ m University of California,
(corner of University) B New - Brown 9 Berkeley),9 Genuine Cowhide ■ a leadm 9 author and lecturer on
886-0466 H Creation/Evolution.
ice M Inquire at m Speaking at first Baptist Church,ID sessions - m n/\r ri iq ■ 306 Erb St. w, Waterloo,9 September 28, at 7:30 pm
50 sessions - $100 Come and hear the facts.
WOOLCO-WOOLWORTH
AWARD
Open to students in Arts, Science and Music.
Value—ssoo.oo.A warded to a student who has completed
second year of a program, and is continuing. Candidates
must be in good academic standing and have
demonstrated leadership, resourcefulness, and
participated in extra curricular activities. Preference will
be given to those with a career interest in retailing.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT THE
STUDENT AWARDS OFFICE NOW!
CAMPUSI *»***■
CLUBS aisaoa
■ Correction dates
The first of its kind this year!! fOT the StUQeilt
Offcam's Pub Nite at the Turret HireCtOTV HfIWPpromises great music and dancing Ull vUll/iy 11CSVV?
on Monday, September 27 bO6FI S©t*commencing at 4:00 p.m. Dance to
the great music of SAMBOARD! c
Meet new friends! And for those Wednesday Sept. 29
living off-campus, this is YOUR Thursday Sept. 30
sign-up night for signing onto FriHcv Ort 1
carpools. Be a part ofthis afternoon riiucty wci.
of fun and relaxation! Be a part of
your ciub-OFFCAM!! from 11:30 - 2:30 PM
flon/er shop
(519) 885-2180
complete quality floral service & gifts
[' 65 urwrsit/ east
Waterloo, ontario n2j 2v9
university square plaza — university & weber
1Q /o u;/ ~® ' / / \ UNIVERSITY AVE EAST^^V
j
_
'\ A / ® /peials \ Come for that
/ wlu i \| touch ■
STUDENT / #
I OIK IT —I \ BRIDGEPORT RD EAST\L/lOOLXJIN I / ross & sandy hayden
—w—a—— hi—.IH.Wihih—UJIIJIII -itcsMsya**?*'■■iihii——iwwwwbiiUWUJ mi-ivawro—Broem—aw—■
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EDITORIAL
The W.L.U.S.U. board held their first meeting of the fall
term last Sunday evening, the highlights of which can be gleaned
from Michaela Reicht's page one story.
Among other matters, the board tidied up some leftover
business that had been neglected for an indecent length of time.
Almost two years after the Board of Directors voted to
withhold funding from Radio Laurier, the former station's
remaining equipment has been sold.
Since the earlier board decision killed any prospects of future
campus radio at Laurier, it only made sense to unload any
equipment not of use to SAMBOARD before mothballs and
advancing technology reduced its resale value to nil.
Not as easily understood is the low priority which our student
union president obviously accords to the (supposedly)
cooperative effort by our student union and U of W Federation
president Wim Simonis to obtain a fair deal (meaning discount
fares) from the K-W Transit Authority for University Students.
Last spring, WLUSU voted down a proposal which would have
significantly reduced fares for students willing to purchase a four
month pass.
Now it appears that W.L.U.S.U. President Steve Patten is too
busy even to discuss the issue further. Since other projects are
more important, two board members have been appointed to
look into the matter. Strange.
What does Steve know that Wim Simonis doesn't?
Are W.L.U. students distinguishable from plumbers in that
while the latter ride K-W Transit frequently and would like a
break, the former are as unconcerned by the issue as their Student
Union President seems to be?
ccoococcooocoooooccoccoocooooooooooscooooocooo
A rare editorial smile goes out to everyone who helped put
together this issue.
Special thanks to all our writers, and to Ralph, Janet, (yeah,
typists), Dan, Cathy, Nancy, and Rita (why do new typesetters
always suffer ordeal by no sleep?). Your efforts are greatly
appreciated.
Mike Strathdee
During the summermonthswhen
the halls of Laurier were
relatively empty WLUSU Board
of Directors passed a motion
presented by the Gays of
Laurier, to allow that group
official club status. This
editorial does not deal with the
pros and cons of this group's
existence but focuses on the
decision of the board to pass
such a controversial issue at the
summer meeting
Last year, students voiced their
opinion on the proposed
recognition of a gay club on
campus. The controversy, be it
positive or negative, was heard
by all throuigh the school
newspaper. In addition, the
information provided allowed
somewhat informed conversa-
tion throughout the corridors.
The new board of directors
decided, in their infinite wisdom
that it was proper to pass this
controversial issue in the
absence of both a student
newspaper and the majority of
the student populus.
Some proponents of represent-
ative democracy could argue the
validity of this move. The
relation of that theory to this
situation is, if not vague, totally
unapplicable. The controversy
was much too divisive and
intensive in nature to allow it to
be decided upon without input
from the school community.
It may very well be policy to
pass club decisions during the
summer meeting. This policy is
obsolete when applied to a
controversial topic. The board
should have been responsible
enough to change policy when it
is wrong. Passing this decision in
the summer can be seen as little
more than an insult to the
student body.
BLAINE CONNOLLY
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1  
O N T R O V E R S Y  
C D ! v i n  B r i c k e r  
J u n e  2 6 ,  1 9 8 2  t h e  c o n t r o v e r s y  
t h e  o f f i c i a l  n : c o g n i t i o n  
h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  f i n a l l y  d n : : w  
c l o s ' - n o t  w i t h  a  b a n g ,  b u t  w i t h  
.  O n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  d e b a t e d  
t h e  r e c e n t  m e m o r y  o f  m o s t  
s t u d e n t s  c a m e  t o  a n  e n d  
1 2 - 2  d e c i s i o n  b y  t h e  W L U S U  
o f  D i r e c t o r s  i n  f a v o u r  o f  
t h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  s t a t u s  
o f f i c i a l  c a m p u s  c l u b .  
t h o s e  n e w  t o  L a u r i e r ,  a n d  
u n f a m i l i a r  w i t h  t h e  
i w . m e n t i o n e d  i s s u e ,  i t  m i g h t  b e  a  
e x e r c i s e  t o  e x a m i n e  a  b r i e f  
o f  t h e  " G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r "  
p r i o r  t o  d i s c u s s i n g  t h e  
s i t u a t i o n .  
J a n u a r y  o f  1 9 8 2 ,  t h e  B o a r d  o f  
( a t  t h a t  t i m e  h e a d e d  b y  
P r e s i d e n t  J o e  V e i t )  w a s  
b y  a n  o n - c a m p u s  g r o u p  
s t u d e n t s  ( " G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r " )  
d f o r t  t o  o b t a i n  o f f i c i a l  
a s  a  c a m p u s  c l u b .  A f t e r  
d e b a t e  i t  w a s  d e c i d e d  b y  t h e  
t h a t  t h e  s t u d e n t s  o f  L a u r i e r  
n o t  r e a d y  o r  w i l l i n g  t o  a c c e p t  
s a n c t i o n i n g  b y  W L U S U  o f  a  
s o l e l y  o n  t h e  s e x u a r  
o f  i t s  m e m b e r s " .  
B o a r d ' s  1 2 - 3  v o t e  a g a i n s t  
r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  a  G a y  L a u r i e r  
t r i g g e r e d  o n e  o f  t h e  h o t t e s t  
s e e n  i n  t h i s  i n s t i t u t i o n  f o r  
s o m e  t i m e .  T h e  e d i t o r i a l  p a g e  
l h e  C o r d  b e c a m e  t h e  
f o r  a  w a r  o f  m u d  
a n d  n a m e  c a l l i n g  w h i c h  
s o m e  i n t e r e s t i n g  r e a d i n g  t o  
o u t s i d e  t h e  a r g u m e n t  a n d  
t h e  l i n e s  o f  s u p p o r t  f o r  t h o s e  
i n  t h e  c o n t r o v e r s y .  
t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  a c a d e m i c  y e a r  
b a n k  s e e m e d  t o  b u r n  i t s e l f  o u t  
' x a m s  a n d  y e a r - e n d  p a p e r s  
t h e  f o c u s  o f  s t u d e n t  
.  H o w e v e r ,  b e h i n d  t h e  
t h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  w e r e  
i n  p r o m o t i n g  t h e m s e l v e s  a s  a  
I L . . . - - a r y  o r g a n i z a t i o n  t o  t h 9 s e  w h o  
s o o n  f o r m  t h e  n e w  e x e c u t i v e  
o f  t h e  S t u d e n t  U n i o n .  
I n  t h e  s p r i n g  o f  1 9 8 2  ( a f t e r  t h e  
d i s a p p o i n t i n g  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s '  
v o t e ) ,  t h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  
a p p r o a c h e d  P r e s i d e n t - e l e c t  S t e v e  
P a t t e n  t o  s o u n d  h i m  o u t  a s  t o  
w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  h e  w o u l d  f a v o u r  t h e  
o f f i c i a l  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  t h e i r  c l u b .  I t  
w a s  n o  s e c r e t  t o  t h o s e  w i t h  a  f i n g < : r  
o n  t h e  p u l s e  o f  s t u d e n t  g o v e r n m e n t  
t h a t  P a t t e n  h a d  b e e n  a  s u p p o r t e r  o f  
t h e  G a y  L a u r i t : r  g r o u p  i n  h i s  
c a p a c i t y  a s  C o m m i s s i o n e r  o f  
U n i v e r s i t y  A f f a i r s .  I n  a d d i t i o n  h i s  
i n f l u t : n c e  a s  t h e  n e w  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  
S t u d e n t  U n i o n  w o u l d  b e  t h e  k e y  t o  
g a r n e r i n g  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  a n  
i n e x p e r i e n c e d  B o a r d .  
P a t t e n  w a s  o f  t h e  o p i n i o n ,  a t  t h a t  
t i m e ,  t h a t  t h e  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  t h e  
G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  w a s  a  w o r t h w h i l e  
e n d e a v o u r . _  t h a t  d e s e r v e d  a t t e n t i o n ,  
a n d  t h a t  i t s  r e q u e s t  b e  b r o u g h t  u p  
w h e n  t h e  n e w  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  B o a r d  
b e c a m e  f a m i l i a r  w i t h  t h e i r  r o l e  a s  a  
s t u d e n t  g o v e r n m e n t .  H e  f e l t  t h a t  
S e p t e m b e r  w a s  a s  e a r l y  a  d a t e  a s  
p o s s i b l e  f o r  a  p e t i t i o n  b y  t h e  G a y s  o f  
L a u r i e r  f o r  r e c o g n i t i o n  a s  a n  o f f i c i a l  
c a m p u s  c l u b .  
T h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  w e r e  n o t  
s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  P a t t e n ' s  p o s i t i o n .  
T h e y  w e r e  a d a m a n t  i n  t h e i r  
a s s e r t i o n  t h a t  t h e  C l u b  s h o u l d  b e  
g r a n t e d  o f f i c i a l  s t a t u s  a t  t h t :  e a r l i e s t  
p o s s i b l e  d a t e  i n  o r d e r  t o  a l l o w  t h t : m  
t i m e  t o  p l a n  e v e n t s  f o r  t h e  u p c o m i n g  
s c h o o l  y e a r .  T o  e x p e d i a t e  t h e  
m a t t e r ,  a  d d t : g a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  G a y s  
o f  L a u r i e r  m a d t :  a  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  t o  
t h e  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s  d u r i n g  i t s  
a n n u a l  s u m m t : r  m e d i n g  h e l d  o n  
J u n e  2 6 ,  1 9 8 2 .  A f t e r  a  l e n g t h y  
d e b a t e  i t  w a s  d e c i d t : d  b y  a n  
o w r w h e l m i n g  1 2 - 2  m a j o r i t y  t o  
a p p r o v e  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  b y  t h e  G a y s  
o f  L a u r i e r  t o  b e  o f f i c i a l l y  r e c o g n i z e d  
a s  a  l e g i t i m a t e  c a m p u s  c l u b .  
W i t h  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  t h e  d t : b a t e  o u t  
o f  t h e  w a y ,  w e  c a n  n o w  f o c u s  o u r  
a t t e n t i o n  o n  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  a t  h a n d .  
W h a t  d o e s  t h i s  d e c i s i o n  b y  t h e  
I  
E N D S  
B o a r d  m e a n  t o  t h e  a w r a g e  L a u r i e r  
s t u d e n t ,  a n d  w h a t  w i l l  b e  t h e  n e x t  
s t e p  f o r  t h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  n o w  
t h a t  t h e y  h a v e  b e e n  g i w n  t h e  n . o d  o f  
a p p r o v a l  b y  t h e  B o a r d ' ?  T o  m o s t  
s t u d e n t s ,  t h e  d e c i s i o n  w i l l  p r o b a b l y  
i n e a n  v e r y  l i t t l e  a s  i t  w i l l  n o t  d i n : c t l y  
e f f e c t  t h t : i r  i m m e d i a t e  l i v e s .  T o  t h e  
p e o p l e  w h o  m a k e  u p  t h e  
m e m b e r s h i p  o f  t h e  G a y s  o f  L a u r i e r  
t h e  d e c i s i o n  m e a n s  p e r h a p s  m o r e  
t h a n  a  p e r s o n  u n f a m i l i a r  w i t h  t h e  
s i t u a t i o n  o f  g a y s  i n  t h i s  c o m m u n i t y  
c a n  c o m p r e h e n d .  
T h i s  w a s  m a d e  c l e a r  t o  m e  i n  
d i s c u s s i n g  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  w i t h  t w o  
f o u n d i n g  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  G a y s  o f  
L a u r i e r ;  R a l p h  J o h n s t o n  ( P r e s i d e n t )  
a n d  J d T  R y a n  ( V i c e - P r e s i d e n t ) .  
B o t h  a r e  o f  t h e  o p i n i o n  t h a t  t h i s  
d e c i s i o n ,  m a d e  w h e n  i t  w a s ,  h a s  
g i v e n  t h e  g r o u p  t h . . :  t i m e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  
p r e  p a n :  f o r  t h i s  a c a d e m i c  y e a r  ( i . e .  
p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  r e g i s t r a t i o n ) ,  a n d  
' t h e  l e g i t i m a c y  t h a t  w i l l  a l l o w  t h e m  
t o  b e t t e r  s e r v . . :  t h e  L a u r i e r  G a y  
C o m m u n i t y .  
T h e  C l u b ' s  i m m e d i a t l '  g o a l  f o r  t h e  
f u t u r e  i s  t o  b e c o m e  m o r e  v i s i b k  a n d  
a c t i v e  a t  L a u r i . . : r .  B o t h  R y a n  a n d  
J o h n s t o n  p o i n t l ' d  o u t  t h a t  a  s t r o n g  
a n d  v i s i b l e  c l u b  i s  n . . : c e s s a r y  t o  f u l f i l l  
t h e  c l u b ' s  r o l e  a s  a  s u p p o r t  g r o u p  f o r  
t h e  L a u r i e r  g a y  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  a n  
e d u c a t i o n  s o u r c e  f o r  t h o s e  
u n a c c u s t o m e d  t o  d e a l i n g  w i t h  
h o m o s . . : x u a l i t y .  ·  
H a s  t h e  c o n t r o w r s y  s u r r o u n d i n g  
t h e :  o f f i c i a l  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  t h e  G a v s  
o f  L a u r i e r  d r a w n  t o  a  c l o s e ' ?  N e i t h -e r  
J o h n s o n  n o r  R y a n  e x p e c t  a n y  
s . : r i o u s  b a c k l a s h  f r o m  t h e  s t u d e n t  
b o d y  a s  a  g a y  s u p p o r t  g r o u p  a t  
L a u r i e r  i s  a n  i d e a  w h o s e  t i m e  h a s  
e o m c : .  I n v a r i a b l y ,  h o w e v e r  a  
n u m b e r  o f  s t u d c : n t s  w i l l  h e  
c o n c e r n e d  t h a t  1 - h ¥ . .  i s s u e  h a s  b e e n  
a l l o w e d  t o  p a s s  w i t h o u t  a  p r o p c : r  
p u b l i c  d c : h a l l '  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  s t u d e n t s  
o f  L a u r i c : r .  K e c : p  a n  e y e :  o n  t h e  
e d i t o r i a l  p a g e  o f  t h e  C o r d  f o r  t h e :  
f i r c : w o r b  
I T T  L  E  B I T S ' " " ' " " , ; , ,  g o ; o g  0 0  , h ,  w , g o o  
a n d  t h u s  f 1 n d 1 n g  t 1 m e  f o r  
I ' m  q u i t e  c o n v i n c e d  a f t e r  t w o  y e a r s  
f  g o o u  l i m e s  a n d  s c h o l a r ! !  
~pmuJc. t h a t  o n e  o f  t h e  b e s t  w a y s  
" t a l  s a n e  i n  t h i s  e n v i r o n m e n t  i s  t o  
·du'~ i t  a n d  t h e  w a y  y o u  l o o k  a t  i t  
~a f e w  s 1 m p l e  t h e o r i e s .  H o p e f u l l y  
d k : n  y o u  c a n  d e v d o p  s t a n d a r d  
n s w e r s  t o  s i t u a t i o n s  t h a t  f o r  t h e  
1 1 a j o r i t y  o f  t h e  t i m e  w o r k .  I t ' s  l i k e  
n : d u c i n g  t h e  w o r l d  t o  y o u r  t e r m s  
b e f o r e  d e a l i n g  w i t h  i t ,  s p a c e y ,  e h ' ?  
I  h a H  t h r e e  f a v o u r i t e  
p h i l o s o p h i e s  w h i c h  h a v e  s e e n  m e  
t h r o u g h  s o m e  r a t h e r  t e n s e  t i m e s ,  
a n d  I ' d  l i k e  t o  s h a n :  t h e m  w i t h  y o u  
i f  y o u  d o n ' t  c a r e ,  f e d  f r e e  t o  w r a p  a  
h r  n a n  L i l l i e  
f i s h  w i t h  t h i s  c o l u m n ) .  T h e  f i r s t  i s  
t h e  " p e a n u t "  t h e o r y ,  ( b o r n  f r o m  
o b s e r v i n g  t h e  c o n s u m p t i o n  o f  s a l t e d  
n u t s  i n  b a r s )  a n d  i t s  c o r o l l a r y .  t h e  
" c r e a m e d  t u r n i p "  h y p o t h e s i s .  
B a s i c a l l y  s t a t e d ,  t h e  m o r e  y o u  g e t  o f  
w h a t  y o u  l i k e ,  t h e  m o r e  o f  i t  y o u  
w a n t .  T h e  r e v e r s e  o f  c o u r s e  b e i n g  
t h e  m o r e  y o u  g e t  o f  w h a t  y o u  h a t e ,  
t h e  m o r e  y o u  w i l l  h a t e  i t .  T h e s e  t w o  
l e a d  t h e  u n s u s p e c t i n g  s t u d e n t  t o  
s o l i d  p a r t y i n g  a n d  n o  h o m e w o r k  i f  
n o t  c a r e f u l l y  c o n t r o l l e d .  T h e  t r i c k  i s  
t o  r e a l i z e  w h a t  i s  h a p p e n i n g  a n d  d o .  
s o m e t h i n g  a b o u t  i t , ( b e s t  d o n e  b y  
r e v e r s i n g  t h e  p r o c e s s  b y  p a r t y i n g  
E r b  S t r e e t  W e s t .  W a t e r l o o  
J o h n  C .  R o u t l e y ,  B A .  
8 8 6 - 8 0 8 9  I  8 8 6 - 6 2 7 5  
h o m e w o r k ) .  
N e x t  i s  t h e "  d o n u t  n o t  t h e  h o l e "  
a p p r o a c h ,  i n  w h i c h  t h e  t r i c k  i s  t o  s e e  
w h a t  i s  a n d  i g n o r e  w h a t  i s n ' t .  
" W h a d d y a  m e a n  y o u ' r e  o n l y  g i v i n g  
m . . :  a  ' D '  o n  t h i s  p a p e r '  I t  l o o k s  n i c e  
a n d  I  s p e l l e d  y o u r  n a m e  r i g h t . . . "  
U s i n g  t h i s  m a x i m  y o u  w i l l  f i n d  
e v e r y t h i n g  y o u  d o  i s  a  p o s i t i v e  s t e p .  
H o w e v e r  s o m e  a c t i v i t i e s  a n d  
r e s u l t i n g  o u t c o m e s  a r e  m o r e  
p o s i t i v e  t h a n  o t h e r s .  
L a s t l y ,  m y  p e r s o n a l  f a v o u r i t e ,  
a n d  t h e  t h e o r y  w i t h  t h . . :  w i d e s t -
r c : a c h i n g  r a m i f i c a t i o n s ,  y e s  t h i s  i s  t h e  
" T i g h t "  v e r s u s  " L o o s e "  
p h e n o m e n o n .  A l l  t h i n g s  i n  l i f e ,  i c .  
p l a c e s ,  p e o p l e  a n d  e v e r y t h i n g  e l s e ,  
a r e  e i t h e r  t i g h t  o r  l o o s e .  Y e s ,  y o u  
y o u r s e l f  c a n  b e  t e r m e d  t i g h t  ( r e a d  
i n h i b i t e d ,  h u n g  u p ,  o r  s t a r c h e d )  o r  
l o o s e ,  ( r e a d  u n i n h i b i t e d ,  o p e n ,  o r  
f l e x i b l e ) .  B u s i n e s s  s t u d e n t s  
u n f o r t u n a t e l y  f a l l  p r e y  t o  t h e  " t i g h t "  
t r a p  t h r o u g h  t h . . :  c n d k s s  d r o n i n g s  o f  
t h e i r  p r o f s  o n  p r o f e s s i o n a l i s m ,  
prok~sionalism, a n d  a  l i t t l e  b i t  m o r e  
p r o f e s s i o n a l i s m .  L o o s e n e s s ,  o n  t h e  
o t h c r  h a n d .  i s  a  s c a r y  w o r l d  i n  i t s  
p u r e s t  s e n s e ,  o n l y  v e n t u r e d  i n t o  
f u l l y ,  w i t h o u t  f e a r ,  b y  p h i l o s o p h y  
s t u d e n b .  H o w e v e r  i f  y o u  c a n  f i n d  
t h e  m i d d l e  g r o u n d ,  i t : .  d o  y o u r  w o r k  
a n d  s t i l l  s m i l e  w h e n  t h e  p r o f  h a n d s  
y o u  a n  " F " ,  a s  y o u  m u s e  o v e r  h o w  
s t u p i d  h e  l o o k s  i n  p o l y e s t e r  d o u b l e -
k n i t ,  y o u ' v e  g o t  i t  h e a t .  
S o  t h e r e  y o u  h a v e  i t ,  t r y  n o t  t o  g e t  
t o o  m u c h  o f  w h a t  y o u  l i k e ,  n o n e  o f  
w h a t  y o u  h a t e ;  s e c  w h a t  y o u  h a v e ,  
n o t  w h a t  y o u  d o n ' t .  a n d  d o  i t  a l l  
t o n g u e - i n - c h e . . : k ,  a n d  y o u  m a y  j u s t  
m a k e  i t  t h r o u g h  t h e  y e a r .  T h e n  
a g a i n  . . .  
T h e  C o r d  1 9 8 2  5  
Q u e s t i o n  o f  t h e  W e e k  
W h a t  k i n d  o f  s e a s o n  d o  y o u  p r e d i c t  
f o r  t h e  L a u r i e r ( o o t b a / 1  t e a m ?  
b y  B a s i l  H e a l e y  
M i c h a e l a  R e i c h l  
P h o t o s  b y  A l f r e d  C h o n g  
J o h n  W i l s o n  
J r d  y e a r  H o n s  B u .1  
T h e y ' r e  g o i n g  t o  t a k e  i t .  
G e r r y  D i e t r i c h  
3 r d  y r  E c o  
T h e y ' r e  g o i n g  t o  b e  i n  f o r  
a  s e c o n d  h a l f  f a d e .  
D a v e  D o c h e r t y  
J r d  y r  P o ! i .  S c i .  
P r o b a b l y  t h e  s a m e  a s  e v e r y  y e a r ;  
t h e y  w i l l  g e t  i n  t h e  p l a y o f f s  
a n d  w i l l  g e t  b e a t e n .  
P a t t i  F r e n c h  
1 s t  y r  B i o l o g y  
P r e t t y  g o o d ,  I  g u e s s .  
H e a t h e r  N o r m a n  
2 n d  l ' l '  5 i c i ,  
A  g o o d  s e a s o n .  
G a i l  M a c D o n a l d  
2 n d  y r  H f ! _ n s  E n g  
H o p e f u l l y  a  g o o d  o n e .  
j u d g i n g  b y  t h e  r e s u l t s  
o f  l a s t  w e e k e n d ' s  g a m e  . . .  
A n d  u s . . .  j  
G o o d  L u c k !  
I I '  o .  ,\.:~,.; 
, _  . ,  
/ 
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Schriitzing 'Bee: 
BWfis by Michaela Reicht planted matured at different times, there may have been several A "Schnitzing Bee" was held at schn~tzings during the year. the Josef Schneider Haus, which is The first task is to peel, core and 
located at 466 Queen St. S. in slice the apples (the scraps were used Other rooms on the floor included J • 
Kitchener. For those wondering to make cider) and then place them a store room, the master bedroom . 
what a schnitzing bee is, it is a on a mesh tray with wooden slots. and the sitting room. The upstairs ' 
process of drying fruit and vegetable These then are placed in a housed a guest room which included 
which dates back to the arrival of the "schnitzing oven" and constantly a spinning wheel and a loom; the 
early Settlers in this area. monitored for 24-48 hours as an children's bedroom, a beggars room 
Josef Schneider was one of these even temperature is required. The (for transients) and a workroom for 
early settlers, arnvmg in the apple schnitzes were then stored to the girls. 
Waterloo Region in 1807. The house be used at a later date. The Josef Schneider Haus will 
that he built in 1820 is the oldest in The demonstration included a soon be setting up a gift shop where 
the region and has been restored as a tour of the old house. All the they will be selling items made there. 
"living museum" . Costumed furniture and accessories date from They also have school workshops 
interpreters demonstrate the many around 1850. There was a room where elementary school students 1 
daily tasks of a 19th century depicting the process of the gai6' first-hand knowledge of life 
household . restoration as well as a brief history during the 1850's. 
One of these tasks was " apple of the Schneider family. The kitchen If you ever have the chance to visit 
schnitzing" which was demon- included such novel items as an one of Kitchener's best histo ri c sites, 
strated this past weekend . It is a long a pple peeler that peels off the skin in don 't miss th t.: opportunity. It was a 
process, oftt.:n requiring st.:vt.:ral days on ~.: pit.:ce, and a coffe t.: bt.:an roast t.: r fascinat ing ~.:x p t.: rience and th t.: food 
to compkte. Sinct.: th t.: a pples and a standard bathtub. was great! 
r---------------------~--------------------------------~ 
NEW PROFESSORS 
AT . LAURIER Business: 
Paul W. Beamish, B.A., Lecturer in 
The following is a list of the new 
faculty on campus this fall. The 
Cord Staff would like to extend to 
them a warm welcome and best 
wishes in this their first year at 
WLU. 
Economics: 
M. Hasan Imam, B.A., M.A., M.Sc., 
Lecturer in Economics 
Farrokh-Reza Zandi, B.Sc., M.A., 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Economics 
Geography 
Anthony B. Shaw, M.A., Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor of Geography 
L. Graham ·smith, B.Sc., M.A., 
Ph.D., Assistant~ Professor of 
Geography 
Psychology: 
Music: 
Anne Baker, B.A., B.Ed., M.A., 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Music 
Mariano Etkin, B.A., Assistant 
Professor of Music 
Business , 
Frances Y. Bourne, B.S., M.S., 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Business 
Yogesh Chaudhry, B. Admin., 
Mathematics: 
• Adjunct Professor ·of Business 
Ernest G. Cosgrove, B.Sc., M.B.A., 
Assistant Professor of Business 
Richard C. da Costa, B.A., M.S., 
M.A., Assistant Professor of 
Business 
Kumud Singhal, B.Sc., M.Sc .. M. 
Math, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics 
Romance Languages: 
Marjorie E. Ratcliff~.:, B.A., M.A., 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Romance Languages 
Nancy J. Vivian, B.A., M.A., 
Lecturer in Romance Languages 
Physics 
Dwight M. Edmonds, B.S., M.B.A., 
Ph.D., Professor of Business 
Mark David Griffiths, B.A... B. 
Admin., Lecturer in Busmess , 
J. Akx Murray, B. Comm., 
M.B.A., Ph.D. , Professor of 
Business and Dean of School of 
Business and Economics 
Beverly Ann Soriano, B.Sc., M.Ed., 
M.Sc., Lecturer in Business 
BURSURARI 
AVAILABLE 
Students who find themselves in 
an un~.:xp~.:cted financi'al bind 
midway through the academic y~.:ar 
should bt.: aware of the numerous 
bursaries available at W.L.U. 
Bursaries. which are nonrt.:payable. 
are "mont.:tary assistance based on 
financial need and satisfactory 
academic achievement". Horae~ 
Braden, director of Student Awards, 
told The Co/'ll that the purpose oftht.: 
bursary' system is to assist students 
who have personal, financial nt.:ed 
withm very specific tt.:rms of 
reference. Laurier has a senate 
committee on scholarships, 
bursaries and financial aid "which is 
chain:d by Mr. Bradt.:n. This 
committee decides hem bursarit.:s 
will be distnbuted . Bradt.:n advises 
students to study tht.: W.L.U. 
und<.rstand tht.: vanous 
bursaries. The bursan~s. 
normally rang~.: in value 
$100 to $200. art: 
contmgt.:ncy r~.:sources. 
mtend..:d to cova 
unexpected lack 
Although 1somt.: bu. 
restricted along ct.:rtain 
(so.:x, faculty,t.:tc.). most arc 
any studt.:nts. Bursaries arc 
by various tndtviduab. f 
and corporatiOns. Momts 
frequ..:ntly kft by individual< 
unil'ersity in tht.:ir estate. 
funds art: inwsto.:d and the 
intero.:st Is gil'..:n. 
Applications for bursa 
accepted commcncmg In 
Most hursarit.:s art: approved 
second school term. Ba rbara Hodkin, B.A., Ph.D., Ass istant Professor of Psychology 
N. Ejvind N. Andersen, B.C.S., 
Lecturer in Physics 
-----------------l ac!ldemic calendar in ordt.:r t.o 
"{ou f' O<..hl D 
So~ 'le::-1'? 
.. 
RENTALS 
S~lal Rates l or University 
Students 
BARRY'S TV LTD. 
576-1115 
-r_' M At-) 0..l6M~O{N\E"At 
cJ-\cC~ COLLGCT'Oi: l 
U-LOCK IT - • U KEEP THE KEY 
SIZES 5 X 10 - 5 X 15 
10 X 10 • 10 X 16 • 10 X 20 
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE 
UPON REQUEST 
I 
READMISSIO 
DENIEDAT Uof 
TORO"'l 0 (Cl'Pl- Almost 200 
facultj of arts and '>cience students 
hm l' been deni..:d readmis'>ion at th..: 
l 'niversity of Toronto after failing 
their faculty's I-nglish profici..:ncj 
tesh. 
!'he 'llldl'llh had a t\\o 1ear tinll.· 
II mil to pass the te'>l 11 i1ich W<h 
introduced in September 19XO. The 
te-.1\ are h..:Ing pha-,ed out 111th 
recelllly mtroduced entranc..: e\ams 
and compul-.ory Lnglish lt:st'>. 
(Hq\ L ..:ak..:. an arts and '>ci..:nce 
slulknh union e'\eculi\1:: a-,sistant 
-.aid he queo,tioned the value of 
univ..:rsit~ performanco.:. 
Lnglish proficiency test 
ordmator Mary Henk<:l man 
two y..:ar-. "is a fair time to 
slLILknt'' kv<:l of English to a 
nnrmal standard." 
I<.:'> Is \lo.:n.: mitiated forth..: well 
of th..: -.IUdents. 
ho.:anacho.: and 
pa.,.,ing cours..:s 
cnmmunicate ideas in English. 
PARKDALE 
PHARMACY 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEE 
MON-FRI 9 AM - 9 PM 
SAT 9 AM- 7 PM 
SUN - HOL. NOON - 6 PM 
At 486 AI bert Street 
WATERLOO 
IN PARKDALE PLAZA 
(Albert and Hazel) 
ALC 
hi' Vic MacBou 
reprintel( from the S 
Canadian Universil 
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ALCOHOLISM: HUMAN NATURE
by Vic MacBournie
reprinted from the Silhouette by
Canadian University Press
The back door opened and
standing alone in the darkness of the
back porch was a man propped up
against the wooden railing to keep
from collapsing in a drunken stupor.
He said only three words, but it
was the three words Bob Mallway,
Director of Hamilton's Detox
Center, wanted to hear - "1 want
help."
They are the three most important
words an alcoholic can say en route
to sobriety and for Bob Mallway,
they are the key words in the first
step to rehabilitation.
The key to.recovery is admitting
that you do have a sickness, until
this is achieved, there is little hope
that the alcoholic will make a
concerted effort to combat his or her
problem.
So many of the men that arrive at
Mallway's back door are brought
there either by the police or by
friends, relatives or employers. They
are brought in, given food, a place to
sleep and counselling. Althoughi
they may desperately need help, they
find it difficult to accept because it
would mean an admittance to
alcoholism which many of these men
do not believe they suffer from.
Mallway sits back in his chair, his
closely cropped hair and large
stature gives him the appearance of
an army sergeant watching over his
troops.
But when one of his residents
steps into his office to thank him for
the help he has received during his
stay, and asks Mallway to help him
find a job, a look of understanding
spreads across Mallway's face - a
look and understanding that only
another alcoholic could have.
Mallway knows how the alcoholic
feels because he, like the other eight
staffers that work with him at the
Detox Center, have been through it
all before. But their task is great.
Every man is different, with a
different set of problems and a
different look on life.
In 1978 alone, Canada had an
est i mated 635,000 addicted
alcoholics. That figure represents
one alcoholic for every 20 drinkers.
Today Mallway estimates that one
in every 13 drinkers are alcoholics.
Alcoholism takes in every facet of
life.
Mallway explained that he sees
every kind of person in the center.
"We have everything in here:
judges, doctors, lawyers, down to
the lowest man on skid row."
"Alcoholism is on every street
corner in town...it's the number one
social disease, it wrecks more
homes, lives, jobs, families, than any
other single factor in the world
today," he said.
In a recent report completed by
Statistics Canada, a heavy drinker is
defined as someone who comsumes
14 or more drinks per week.
Mallway defined an alcoholic
person in a more practical way
explaining that is a "physical allergy
coupled with a mental compulsion."
"You have to have that allergy
first," said Mallway. "You see there
are a lot of people walking around
who never drink who could be an
alcoholic. They might have all the
behaviour aspects of an alcoholic,
but because they don't drink they
are not alcoholics."
"One way to find out if you are an
alcoholic is to look back on the last
18 months of your life and if you
recognise a strong downward trend
in respect to your job, family life,
relationships, career goals, or
education, and if these can be
attributed to alcohol, then there is a
good chance you are becoming an
alcoholic."
Alcohol consumption is on a
steady increase in Canada according
to the Statistics Canada report.
"By 1978 the average adult
Canadian 15 years and older was
annually consuming 2.56 gallons of
absolute alcohol compared with
under two gallons in 1970. This
represents an increase of one third in
National per capita consumption,"
the report said.
The type of alcohol consumption
has also changed over the past ten
years with a decline in beer sales and
an ongoing increase in wine
consumption. Apparent factors
such as affluence, more drinking by
women, and life-style factors such as
increased drinking with meals are
indicative of even faster increases of
consumption for wine and spirits.
The report found that the sharpest
increase in usage occurs between the
lower and upper teens for both
. males and females, with the current
rise for females being steeper than
males.
The increasing number of women
in the work force, and the pressures
that it brings has contributed to the
growing female alcohol consump-
tion rate, but little has been done to
provide women with the same
rehabilitation centers as men enjoy.
Therese Spegle, Director of
Catherine Brock, a halfway house
for women that deals with female
alcoholics in Hamilton, agrees that
the facilities for women are lacing.
"We don't have enough programs
tor women. We need more daytime
programs for the housewives," she
said.
She also pointed out that women
alcoholics must travel to Toronto or
London for detoxification centers.
She said that alcohol is affecting
the younger people between the ages
of 18-25 whohavedeveloped a dual
addiction to both street drugs and
alcohol.
Most of the young women she
worked with began their drinking at
an early age of 13-14 and by the time
they reach their late teens, they have
already become alcoholics. Most of
them are high school drop-outs she
said.
Despite the growing problem of
alcoholism, there are many
established organizations to assist
the alcoholic. The most prominent
and successful being Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA).
But it is the detox centers that
often point the person suffering
from alcoholism in the direction of
these other programs.
The Hamilton Detox Center began
in 72 after the Ontario government
recognized thatit made sense dollar-
wise to establish detox centers rather
than putting alcoholics in jail or in
hospitals.
Rod McEwan, assistant director
of Hamilton's Detox Center said
that in 1972 it cost the government
approximately $50 to keep a person
in jail overnight and $150 in
hospital, whereas a detox center
could provide the service for $13.50.
Staff sergeant Gerry Malcolmson
of the Hamilton-Wentworth police
force, responsible for the
community services department said
"It is a matter of dealing with the
victim (alcoholic) as a human being.
On the sidewalk they are often
considered by people in the
community to be repulsive, but
locking them in jail accomplishes
nothing."
"The detox center treats the
victim," said Malcolmson.
Students represent the second
largest group ofconsumers ofalcohol
next to people in professional/
managerial occupations. Seventy-
seven per cent of students regularly
consume alcohol. I6':i considered
heavy drinkers according to Stats
Can.
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Classified Unclassified Classified
Want To Talk To Someone Gay
. About Being Gay? Phont Gav
We will be celebrating our 10th Libcratlon of Waterloo 884-4569
anniversary reun.on on December 7, 10 Weekdays .4th, 1982. (For more information
please contact Mariann at 534-
2381).
THE WEST TORONTO Secondary Attention Cambridge-Gait full-
School REUNION COMMITTEE. time students. Am interested in
arranging a car pool or ride,
Monday to Friday to arrive by 9 am.
Happy Birthday jonesv! return to Gait M-W-F at 4:30 and
Hope it was good and sure hope you Tu - Thurs at 4:00. Call. 622-3868
didn't "break" anything. evenings.
Am interested in meeting all
Messianic Jewish staff and students,
both actual and potential. Call 622-
3868 evenings.
For the mere pittance of $.05 a word, you can relay a
message to an audience of thousands via this campuses'
most widely read student paper.
All submissions must be received (and paid for) at the
Cord offices no laler than Monday noon.
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Prepare yourself for success in gic planning, budgeting, operations con-today's highly competitive world as trol and data analysis. RIAs move aheadan RIA Management Accountant. quickly on the management team.
With your degree and the RIA desig-
.
,^ vey 55% of all RIAs hold senior po-
nation you will have the professional sitions in business, industry and govern-
edge in the job market. ment - Your J ob Prospects will improve
.
the day you start the RIA program
You will be entering a profession that because employers recognise the commit-
cannot supply RIAs fast enough to keep tment you have made to obtaining pro-
up with the demand from business and fessional qualifications.
government.. .a need that is projected to What's more, the RIA program is flex-
continue through this decade and beyond. jkje
. You can work toward your degree
RIAs are in demand because of their and RIA designation at the same time. In
unique training in management as well as fact, you may already qualify for advanced
accounting. They have expertise in strate- standing in the RIA program.
The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario
Hamilton Toronto Ottawa
154 Main Street East 20 Victoria Street, Suite 910 609-410 Laurier Avenue West
M.P.O. Box 176 Toronto, Ontario Ottawa, Ontario
Hamilton, Ontario LBN 3C3 MSC 2NB KIR7T3
Telephone: (416) 525-4100 Telephone: (416) 363-8191 Telephone: (613) 238-8405
FT
"
| Name Address
I
City Province
Postal Code
T
154 Main Street East Yes, I'm interested in the RIA program.
M P.O. Box 176
r
Hamilton. Ontario LBN 3C3 □ Please send me more information
Telephone: (416) 525-4100
The Society of Management Accountants of Ontario lU Please evaluate the attached transcripts n
EDUCATION CLIMBS
OTTAWA (CUP)--Just as campus
administrators began to worry
about declining enrolment, along
came the tail end of the baby boom
and the Summer of Unemployment.
Recoiling from the worst job market
in 45 years, Canadian students have
enrolled in courses this fall in record
numbers.
Statistics Canada predicts that full-
time university and college
enrolment will reach 693,000, up
19,000 from 1981-82. Including
part-time students, more than one
million Canadians now attend post-
secondary institutions.
The startling story coming out of
this fall's registration is the reversal
of the usual enrolment pattern: for
the first time in years, university
enrolment has increased faster than
college enrolment.
Full-time university enrolment will
be 414,000, up 3.2 per cent from
1981-82, according to Statistics
Canada. Full-time college
enrolment is expected to reach
279,000, up almost two per cent.
Zoltan Zsigmond, a Statistics
Canada researcher, said university
enrolment is increasing faster
because people with university
degrees are weathering the recession
much better than people with college
diplomas. And both groups are
more likely to find a job than less
educated people.
Overall unemployment for 15 to 24
year-olds jumped from 11.8 percent
in July 1981 to 19.6 per cent a year
later. But among people in the same
age group with a university degree it
only rose from 6.8 to 10 percent. For
15 to 24 year-olds with a college
diploma, unemployment rose much
more rapidly in the same period,
from 5.7 to 13.6 per cent.
"With more education it is easier to
find a job," said Zsigmond. "But
this does not mean that all those
with a diploma or degree will find an
appropriate job according to their
education."
Zsigmond said the better educated
are pushing the less educated out of
work in the scramble for a
diminishing number of jobs. Youth
unemployment rates are dramatic-
ally higher among less educated
groups. In July, a staggering 34 per
cent of 15 to 24 year-olds with a
grade eight or less education were
unemployed.
Zsigmond said that during a
recession more people upgrade their
education to increase their job
prospects.
He said the proportion of people
attending Alberta universities
declined during the economic boom
there because well-paying jobs were
available to people holding only
bachelor's degrees.
With the collapse ofthe boom, more
Albertans are staying on at
university to get a master's degree,
even in programs like commerce and
engineering.
A smaller factor in this year's
enrolment increase was the
movement of the tail end of the baby
boom through post-secondary
institutions, said Zsigmond.
Many people have the mistaken
impression that the baby boom has
already passed through the 18 to 24
age bracket, but the largest number
of births in Canadian history was in
1959.
The birth rate went into a steep
decline in the early 1960'5, so
enrolment should presumably start
to fall after 1982-83. But Zsigmond
said the state of the economy and the
availability of student aid will be
major determinants of next year's
enrolment.
He said that post-secondary
education is much more affordable
now than it was in the last period of
very high unemployment, the
1930'5. Because of this, today's
students are more likely to remain in
school longer, he said.
"God help us if unemployment stays
this high next year," said Zsigmond.
"But if it does, and if it is not really a
big financial burden for most
students to stay in school, they will
stay in school."
So the long-awaited enrolment
decline remains. But the
unemployment crisis will only
postpone the decline for a year or
two, said Zsigmond.
Campus Clubs clamour for members on clubs day in concourse Photo by Alfred Chong
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Shape her
decision with BHWfflBlB
diamonds
Engage her with the
fascinating shape of a
solitaire ring. You'll find
an outstanding se- ill—
lection of marquise,
pear, oval and much, w
much more from our
extensive collection.
Your choice will shape
her future...and yours. ||
Marquis $700.00 jf|
Pear Shape_ $1100.00 HjHHRfSj
Oval $1300.00
30 KING ST. W 30 MAIN ST.
K '579^1750°
Tidy Ileidi Cleaning Scr\r iccs
11-
\ Tidy Heidi provides a vari-
ety of services performed
promptly, efficiently and
courteously by fully in-
sured and bonded person- <
Economy Service - A gen- <
eral tidying, cleaning and ;
disinfecting of your home. ]
Full Service - A thorough ,
cleaning of your home - (
guaranteed to shine from
ceiling to floor. ,
Ask about our special Requests & Emergency
services. 885-3130 I
MASSAGE:For relaxation,
Rehabilitation
Also, Classes in basic
technique and therapeutic
touch.
Ann Ruebottom 884-5791
Notice to All Students
HELP WANTED
for the
Promotion of WLUSU
-includes all advertising, posters,
for all WLUSU events
Meeting Thursday September 24, 1982
WLUSU office
(2nd floor Student Union Building)'
or leave yor name and phone number
in the Director of Promotion's
mailbox in the WLUSU office
ENTERTAINMENT
TRIPDOWNMUSICAL
"SYMBOLICLANE"
by Carl Clutchey
Struggling with the urge to fall into
the fantasy world, you find yourself
wanting to experience the feeling-
get into the mood of Beatlemania—
but although the effect is interesting,
the little things force one to put the
act (that's what it is—an act) into
perspective.
The stage is set up in a fashion
similar to when the Beatles
performed live on the "Ed Sullivan
Show". The insignia on the bass
drum is styled in the same design as
the original, although it reads
discreetly, "Beatlemania". The size
and sound of the speaker cabinets
are very much the same as th?
equipment with which concert goers
are familiar. As you wait for the
musicians, the concert hall at the
Center in the Square is flooded with
bright lights, so you sit and wonder:
what will they look like; what will
they sound like; and what are those
monitors doing there?
Beatlemania doesn't explode into
action—it kind of warms you up for
its entrance. The lights dim, and the
giant visual screen begins its trip
down "symbolic lane". The cast of
Beatlemania does not appear
instantly. The stage is kept dark, and
soon four black images blend into
focus—even their first number is
done without any direct lighting.
Musically speaking, the level ol
competence is extremely profes-
sional. A notable standout is the
impersonator of George Harrison
who, need I say, plays lead guitar.
The reproduction of all the guitar
pieces, a lot of which we've
memorized over the years, was for
the most part flawless. Though it is
true that Beatlemania performs
regularly, and no doubt should have
the songs "down" so to speak, the
fine play in; was very pleasing. One
item that I found amusing, was the
ability of Ringo's impersonator. I
am sure that Ringo Starr himself
could well have used the skills of this
drummer. Although the Beatles'
music is not too demanding in the
drumming department, this guy
really makes the most of his
contribution.
It's pointless to list all of the
numbers that Beatlemania goes
through. Essentially they indulge the
jubilant fans with a balanced
mixture of well-known hits (they
open with "I wanna hold your
hand") as the crowd gets an
opportunity to sample bits and
pieces of each Beatle era.
Incidentally however, John's
harmonica is sorely missed.
The visual part of Beatlemania is
somewhat distracting in the first half
of the act, because one wishes to
concentrate primarily on the
musicians. Afterall, whether we saw
the Beatles in person, on tapes, or in
movies ("A Hard Day's Night'"
played in Toronto this summer), we
identify with the Beatles in terms of
live performance with their years of
music between 1962-1965. The live
roof-top performance of "Let It Be"
is not very well-known.
A brief intermission interrupted
the act, and I assume the cast
dragged itself backstage to
recuperate. They really do work
hard up there.
In the second half of the show, the
images appearing on the screen
become more effective. The
audience is presented with an
enormous list of issues of the 1960'5;
this is delivered in a subliminal
fashion. The costumes and wigs
worn by the musicians are more
elaborate, and the light show
becomes more sophisticated in
colour and projection. A kind of
dreamy state ofmind is created, and.
as a result, the resemblance of the
cast in relation to the real thing
seems to be more convincing.
Consistent with the beginning of the
show, the musical quality is still very
good. You wish that it is really the
Beatles, but you know in your heart"
that they are just very professions!
actors.
When the cast of Beatlemania
decked themselves out in the "mod"
haircuts and blue suits, the
resemblance to the Beatles wasn't as
convincing as I expected. But the
vocals are superb. Our boys also
manage to squeeze in a few pieces of
dialogue, delighting the audience
with sarcastic remarks that are
typical of that rebellious character
we so admire.
One interesting point is that all of
the music is performed live,
including the wind instruments and
string arrangements that are
performed by two additional
musicians off-stage. Unfortunately,
the only mistakes were made in the
rendition of McCart ney's
"Yesterday". As most of us are
aware, this number calls for a solo
performance on acoustic guitar
supplemented with some strings
dubbed in. The impersonator of
Paul McCartney and the off-stage
musicians were definitely out of
synchronization; this was a
disappointing moment as the former
was trying to slow down and speed
up his guitar, while still trying to
maintain his vocal accent.
J^EATLEIWANIjI
I'm glad that I saw Beatlemania.
However, nobody had to shake me
in order to bring me out of a
nostalgic trance. (Incidentally, the
act is successful in part anyway
because the Beatles are being
regarded by many from a nostalgic
point of view now). The songs were
performed practically in identical
fashion to what we hear on our
record albums. Maybe the
reproduction was too perfect for me,
and not really the Beatles playing
"live". In fact, Beatlemania is not
the Beatles, but a show that
combines good music, film and
symbolism and rolls them into one
euphoric and satisfying illusion.
A VERY
SHORT STORY
My grandfather is a big man, the
wide shoulders still evident in his
stocky appearance. After the second
world war, in which he was a tank
commander he became a welder for
the city of Toronto. 1 never saw him
until 1 was eight, when he came to
see my brother's baptismal. Until
that day, there was a rift betwen my
father and my grandfather. They
were never very close, but ironically
they had not been able to come to
grips with their separation. I
suppose the older man had finally
entered the first phase of
acceptance—that they were both
ag ing.
My grandfather would visit us the
odd time, dropping in on the
occasional weekend. 1 remember
being afraid of him. He was bald,
except for a closely shaved piece of
hair that covered the back of his
head and curved around the sides,
just above Ris enormous ears. His
teeth were practically all there, but
they looked like stained wooden
splinters (my mother reminded me
of them constantly whenever I
forgot to brush my teeth). Every
time he came through our doorway,
he would make a point of shaking
my hand and shouting "How's the.
old man?" I was never sure if he
meant me or himself, so he would
laugh when I looked down and
mumbled.
Once, when I was still in
elementary school, my father and I
went down to his place for an early
morning breakfast. He was doing
the cooking, Irving eggs and
sausages, and I thought this was
unusual for a man. Conversation
between my grandfather and me was
never very long; 1 tried to
comprehend his rough exterior and
his loud voice—he always yelled
because he was deal in one ear.
As I got into my teens, the
relationship between us never grew,
and. actually. 1 saw him even less
than when I was smaller. Funny
though. I did learn more about the
man. When I had grown to the point
where my parents could no longer
censor their discussions with
contrived inferences, I learned that
my lather and his father used to
argue a great deal. My grandfather
drank too much, and it was too late
for him to turn around the
inadequate role he played as a part-
time grandfather to his grandchild-
dren. The stories never ended, and it
was hard for me to look him straight
in the eye. When I did occasionally
see him, all of these bad elements
forced me to be skeptical.
When I was home frommyfirst
term atuniversity during Christmas,
the phone rang on the twenty-sixth.
My mother said that my grandfather
wanted to see us. and would
appreciate it if we'd come down to
visit. Grudgingly, my mother told
him that we would come.
Having done this with us before,
he laid out the usual cold cuts and
cakeActually.it was very nice. After
we finished watching the hockey
name, 1 tried to start a conversation
with mv grandfather, and we
managed to talk about the war. He-
had not talked about this subject
with anyone at great length before,
but this night he was very talkative.
He brought out a small brown box,
one that my father had not seen.
There were numerous pictures inside
of friends, of tanks, and of bombed
cities'. There were also some old
coins and bills, his medals, too, were
there.All of the contents were very
interesting, and, after we left, I had
to admit that I had had an enjoyable
evening. My father was silent on the
way home.
A couple of weeks later, when I
was back at school, 1 received a
package in the mail. When i saw the
return address, 1 had a feeling about
what it was. anil, sure enough,
grandfather had sent me his little
brown box. Everything was inside,
even the medals. It was the first
letter I'd ever re ceivedfrom him, so I
opened it feeling a mixture ol
interest and apprehension. It read:
"I low's the old man? No use for this
now. I want von to have it. Sec you
soon," The insertion of the last
sentence was amusing. But then I
glanced through the various
pictures, mainly the ones with him in
them. Still. I had only the exterior
features to go on to try to fully
understand the man. The memories
in the box constituted more stories,
and really contributed nothing to
our relationship. But perhaps they
could be a starting point in
establishing my own perception of
m\ mandlather.
GRAPHIC/DAL GAZETTE
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to be...
Sept 23 Campus Ministry
The Spoons Friday, September 24: Open House
Waterloo Motor Inn each Friday evening in the school
8:00 PM year at the home of Lutheran
Chaplain Paul Bosch, 157 Albert
Placement & Career Services Street at Bricker, beginning at
Presentation: 5:30 PM in 1E1. 7:30pm. Good conversation; poor
Dave Riches, National Director of coffee. Come and meet friends.
Personnel for Thorne-Riddell will
deliver a presentation on preparing
yourself for on-campus interviews.
Sunday, September 26: Holy
Cleveland Communion each Sunday in the
The Turret school year, 11:00 am in Keffer
WLU $5.50, non WLU $6.50 Chapel, Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary, corner of Albert Street
WLU English Department Presents: and Bricker.
the film Dreamland
2:30 PM in 2E7 Sunday, September 26: Lutheran
Admission Free Student Movement meets each
Sunday in the school year from 6:30
Music at Noon in TA - 9:00 pm at 177 Albert Street corner
Gisela Depkat. on cello Seagram. Come, meet friends, share
Leslie De'Ath on piano featuring the supper and fellowship. Program:
works of Zoltan Kodaly "Francis of Assisi: Saint for All
Admission Free Seasons?"
Sept 25 Tuesday, September 28: Bible Study
each Tuesday in the school year
HomeComing '82 trom 3:00 - 4:00 pm at 177 Albert
See Calendar for details Street corner Seagram, sponsored
by Lutheran Student Movement.
Topic: "Suffering Survants."
Cheerleader Clinic
9:00 - 3:00 pm Wednesday, September 29: Holy
A.C. Sat. 25 Communion each Wednesday
Tickets $8:00 evening in the school year at 10:00
pm in Keffer Chapel, Waterloo
Lutheran Seminary, Albert Street at
Bricker, sponsored by Lutheran
Sept 29 Campus Ministry.
Dario Dominiques (Flautist) Friday to Sunday, October 1-3:
8:30 PM in Theatre Auditorium Retreat on the theme "Life in
Tickets: $4.00, $2.50 tor Students Community" at Crieff Hills Retreat
Center, sponsored by Lutheran
Student Movement. Contact
Chaplain Paul Bosch at 888-6979 or
884-1970 ext. 240 or contact Cindv
Liedtke at 886-5312.
K-W BOOK
EXCHANGE
New and Used Books
We also sell New & Used
German books & magazines.
We buy comics and science
fiction books
742-1261
306 King St W , Kitchener
Mon -Fri 9a m -9p m
Sal 9a m -6p m
CAREER FAIR 82
Wednesday, September 29
10:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Theatre-Auditorium
Career Fair is a,day long event during which various organizations set up
display booths in the Theatre-Auditorium and representatives of these
organizations are available to speak informally with all students.
Take this excellent opportunity to talk to representatives from the
following organizations about career opportunities, summer jobs, career
direction, etc.:
A.C. Nielsen Laventhol & Horwath
Allstate Insurance London Life
Arthur Andersen McCann-Erickson Advertising
Bank of Montreal McGaw Supply
Bell Canada Ogilvy & Mather
Canadian General Electric Ontario Provincial Police
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce Paul Revere Life
Chubb Insurance Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
CIP Inc. Procter & Gamble
Clarkson Gordon Public Service Commission
Colgate-Palmolive Ralston Purina
Ministry of Community & Social Services Regional Social Services
Coopers & Lybrand S.C. Johnson & Son
CUSO Scotiabank
Deloitte, Haskins & Sells Society of Management Accountants
Digital Equipment Standard Life
Dominion Life Sun Life
Dunwoody & Co. Thome Riddeil
Ernst & Whinney Toronto Dominion Bank
Federated Insurance Touche Ross & Co.
Gulf Canada TransCanada Pipelines
IBM Union Gas
Institute of Chartered Accountants F.W. Woolworth
Johnson & Johnson
See you there!
Ii —i
"Visit a Church that Cares for you."
Make
LINCOLN HEIGHTS
MISSIONARY CHURCH
at Lincoln Road and Bluevale North in
Waterloo your home away from home!
Services are
- for the early risers - 8:45 am
Bible Study
for College & Career 10:00 am
Second Service 11:15 am
To complete your day
- Evening Fellowship 7:00 pm
Phone 885-4800
_____ for information on other
College related activities
COME AND GET TO KNOW US!
( HEY, ZAPATA!\]
( NICE NEW MENU.
eh? j
/ AND DON'T SPILL \
V SANGRIA ON THIS
\ ONE. ___y
V/M2%%47%
Mexico and Return From
$3.50
1335 Weber St. E. 749-1810
(Next to Hiway Market)
With a Group of Eight or More
One Lucky Person Eats for Free
THEHERO r^V
WATERIXXVfpV
Take a friend .. . meet a friend, have { J
some laughs .. . enjoy the show ... try If J
some darts. Indulge in the good
times at "The Hero".
Rick McGhie
i ijb i
& $
At the Waterloo House
corner ofKing and Erb streets,
downtown Waterloo
I Qualify for I
I the university I
I of your choice I
Columbia Secondary independent, non- I
enjoys an interna- sectarian, coeduca-
H tional accreditation tional institution
111 for its disciplined ap- offering grade 11, 12,
proach to education. 13 studies and language
As such, more than programs in an I
90% of Columbia international environ-
graduates have been ment Applications
accepted into the from area and over_■ theiTchoice seas students are I
fIS Columbia is an s jly|m | entertained.
V ~ I
Columbia Secondary School of Canada
H 430 East 25th Street. Hamilton. Ontario. Canada LBV 384 (416) 387-3381 H
vl
POTENTIAL FOR
YOUTHFUL WHITE FROST
by Dave Bradshaw and Roy Themer
"Whitefrost" has been part of the
Canadian rock music scene for the
past five years. They werefeatured at
the Waterloo Motor Inn last
Thursday night. They frave been
playing as a cohesive unit for only six
months. This four-man group
produces the sound of many top
bands. "Whitefrost" had all the
characteristics of a well-balanced
sound, combining bass guitar,
keyboard fillers, lead guitar, and
distinct vocals and drumming.
Terry Pracchia was very adept with
his guitar. His riffs were clean and he
had the ability to make guitar playing
loot- r.T.vv. His vocals possessed both
clarity and range.
Randy Preksta was very solid on
bass and his raspy voice made for a
good representation of Mick .1agger.
Maurice Sardo added a noticeable
richness with his moderately complex
keyboard fillers. His playing ability
on keyboards and saxophone was
more than adequate for the
requirements of the pieces the band
performed.
Fred May. who on/v joined the
group a week prior to the concert, was
extremely capable on drums,
performing with a style that pumped
out powerful energy.
At the latest Canadian
Entertainment Conference, a forum
run by booking agencies for Canadian
bands. "Whitefrost" was given good
reviews. They received a list of dates
which includes colleges and
universities in Northern Ontario and
Eastern Canada.
General!) speaking, ''Whitefrost''
could be classified as a heavy-
sounding pop band. The music they
play is a very good dance-music.
While using the music of other artists
to make a living and to improve as
musicians, the band is writing their
own material. They are still looking
for a recording contract, and Maurice
Sardo hopes the band will be in the
studio sometime in the new rear.
Book Review
The Man From St. Petersburg
by Ken Follet
The novel is really lacking in the
"interesting department." It's hard
to believe that it has been on the best
seller's list for quite awhile
eventhough it is really designed for
espionage lovers. The story takes
place during the first world war, and
involves such impressive characters
as Winston Churchill.
It is long and extremely drawn out,
and particularly difficult to absorb.
The plot mainly deals with the
scheme of an anarchist who desires
to assassinate a Russian admiral.
The style is fairly straight forward,
that is, basically easy to get through,
and one does not require an
extensive dictionary while reading.
The character development is
adequate, but it is not exceptional:
The problem with "The Man From
St. Petersburg", is that for a mystery
novel it has few surprises and
borders on being dull. The reader
tends to skim through the book,
instead of giving it a full treatment.
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TheWhopper |iot|Economypian M
Try the Whopper Economy Plan at Burger King—NOW!
STREET
/jDANCE
wJtm* jy'*'s ®:reo
Vl SX Saturday, Sept 25
/F J 7 p.m.'til Midnight
ON KING STREET
Between William & Erb
Brought to you by:
Federation of Students, U. of W
W.L.U. Students Union
125th Anniv. Committee (City ofWaterloo)
25th Anniv. Committee (U of W)
Free Admission A Licensed Event
AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!
CATCHING THE
FLIPSIDES
THE WHO, IT'S HARD
With the recent announcement
this year would see The Who's last
major tour, one might think that the
band's latest album. It's Hard,
would show a tired and aging rock
band that was lacking energy and
past its prime. The album, however,
is the work of a dynamic if mature
band, offering a solid effort to
today's music-listener.
Pete Townshend's lyrics present a
firmly established political and
moral standpoint, shown not
through symbols but through
outright criticism of the current
system. These criticisms, which
inspired many punk groups' cries of
anarchy, are now more mature, if
not mellower. While the messages
are clear, one can still chose to
ignore this aspect of the writing and
concentrate on some good solid
rock-and-roll. And the music is
straight-ahead rock music. There is
only one soft cut on the entire
album: "One Life's Enough," a lush,
romantic piece featuring
Townshend on piano and Roger
Daltrey's strong yet gentle vocals.
For those who, like myself, were first
attracted to The Who by Daltrey's
sexv voice, this should be one of the
first tracks to listen to on
headphones.
Townshend experiments with
synthesizer as well on "Eminence
Front," but guitar fanatics should
be especially impressed with that
song's funky bits and with the
album's sizzling finale on "Cry if
You Want." Kenney Jones again
shows himself a worthy successor to
Keith Moon, while proving that you
don't have to be as crazy as Moon to
drum with such wild style.
John Entwhistle might have set a
record by writing three of the songs
on this album. "One at a Time"
effectively handles the theme of
marital problems with the same
cynical wit as "My Wife" from the
Who's Next LP, but none of his
songs here outdo that earlier tune.
It's Ilarcfs major weaknesses may
stem from Townshend's division ot
his talents between The Who
projects and his own solo projects.
That might explain why Enwhistle
has three songs this time. It could
also explain why "Cry ifYou Want"
partially reminds me o I
"Communication" on Townshend's
Chinese lives LP.
Although "I've Known No War"
is a strong statement condemning
nuclear war, it is
both repetetive and the album's
weakest point. As it stands, I felt the
song would be better as a poem.
"It's Hard" has no songs with the
anthem quality of"My Generation"
or "Long Live Rock," but 1 found it
more compelling than the previous
lace Dances LP. While "The Who"
seems aware of its aging, their music
continues to have impact and
vitality, particularly in its angry
criticism of political issues. When
"The Who" comes to Toronto on
October 9th, I'll be there to cheer
these new songs as well as the older
classics.
(by Karen Rittinger)
THE ANVIL by Don Cousins
The disco beat has landed again in
the eighties. If the cover of this
album, "Visage," fools you as to its
contents, the title "The Anvil"
clearly symbolizes the monotonous
rhythm present in every song. The
drummer reminds me of a rhythm
box, with little variety or change.
The remaining contributions from
the four other members are very
tiresome. Vocal prominence shows
itself on the cut "Horseman."
Unfortunately, the remaining songs
reveal weaknesses in the lead, and
back-up vocals department.
The last two songs on both sides
of this album give the only sign of
spirit. Overall. 1 just find this album
repetetive anduninteresting. After
listening to the first track, don't
anticipate any dramatic improve-
ments. Even the most dull tastes
would find this album hard to
endure. Photo
by
Dave
Bradshaw
Citizens Arrest Lacking Always
by Kevin Reilly
The band, "Citizen's Arrest" was
fortunate to have the pleasure of
being present at Laurier's first pub
of the year. They didn't deserve the
pleasure, but nontheless they were
there.
They were fortunate because they
were allowed to play—they really
needed the practice. Everyone in the
crowd seemed too preoccupied with
having a good time to notice the
lousy entertainment. The highlight
of the evening was the breaks the
band took. As the noise on the stage
died and the Samboard symphony
filled the air, throngs of people
Hocked to the dance floor. Of
course, once the band reappeared
the poeple returned to their seats
and tried to survive the savage
attack on their auditory sense.
Let's not go on and on about
Citizen's Arrest's lack of musical
talent. Let us just hope that this
band is not an indication of this
year's bands and that it is an,
indication of the Turret's crowds.
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lUIO BASKIN-ROBBINS ICE CREAM I
\ / \i *•/
tVmBASKIN — ROBBINS I
I ICECREAM STORE Ii■i
65 University Avenue East - 888-6251 Waterloo
(BEHIND TIM HORTONS)
I SPECIAL WELCOME BACK I
B TO ALL WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY I
I 40% OFF ON PURCHASE OF ANY OF OUR I
31 DERFUL TREATS (INCLUDING CONES)
(MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON TO GET 40% OFF
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON PER PUCHASE)
OFFER GOOD ONLY AT UNIVERSITY STORE
OFFER VALID THRU TO SEPT 30, 1982
If You are Pregnant
and in need of afriend,
Help is as near
as your telephone.
Call
BIRTHRIGHT
at 579-3990
WLUSUpresents:
in the TURRET
Thuns. September 23,'82
WLU $5.50
non WLU $6.50
TICKETS on sale in WLUSU office
2nd floor Student Union Building
COMING SOON
PLATINUM
BLONDE
VIEWPOINT
Performance. Some manage
to "pull it off', while others
fail miserably. It is common
knowledge by now, that
some of us were generally
disappointed with the
presentation at the Turret
last Thursday night.
Apparently the band failed
to please the audience
because of a problem to do
with the length of playing
time, and other difficulties
linked to technical aspects
of the band (or a lack
thereof).
Nobody knows the real
reason why some bands
"take a dive". Sure, the
group in question could in
fact be suffering from a
talent deficiency, but there
could be other reasons, not
thought of immediately.
People in bars tend to, be
somewhat Impulsive in
nature, to say the least. The
level of satisfaction is
ultimately thought of in
terms of "getting one's
money's worth".
We as patrons have the
right to demand a return on
our investment, but should
that exclude common
courtesy toward the people
on stage? Have all ofus tried
to perform in front ofa live
audience? Perhaps not, but
surely we would at least
agree to the assumption that
it is a difficult task.
What's that you say?
They're supposed to be
professionals? Fair enough,
but a performance is
supposed to be interactive
between both the entertain-
ers and the audience. The
possibility of last Thursday
night's band improving over
the course of the evening
could have been nullified
because practically no one
was even trying to listen—
what kind of inspiration is
that?
If there is no pleasure in
staying, why be wrought
with frustration? Forfeit the
lousy two dollars. Any band
would rather play for a
small attentive group than
for a large, disinterested
one.
by
Carl
Clutchey
THE CANADIAN
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
-1 Canada's 1 9 82
Issue bore only
letter "A"
.
m Not many
e u c6 Master of
ceremonies
9 Israeli desert
10 Canada has free-
dom for these
11 Suitable
transportation
for 3 across
12 Eats
1k Lotto
15 Hunter's object
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
c.1982 THE CANADIAN CROSSWORD #81
COAST TO COAST NEWS SERVICES INC.
16 Fashionable
19 Window part
20 Hot springs
A23 wry
25 Tell, as a
story
27 Gets up
29 Former Tory
. ,
leader
30 Worker bee
31 Devoured
32 Asphalt
33 Alternative
name for
mayor'
down
1 boom
2 Tiffs
3 Covered outdoor
structure
k Agriculture
5 Lyon
Mackenzie King
Busy
7 Farm
products
Q D .8 Printers
measures
~
_
k
. ,13 Potato bags
,
1n Canadl an big
game species
Hard snowflake
Newfoundland
coast
21 Excuse
n
22 Honey
user
a2h Arctlc
island
26 Respond to
28 of
the crime
29 Litigate
GANGBAR PLAYS TO FORM
by Dan Lenz
On Sunday September 19, the K-
W Chamber Music Society opened
their 82-83 concert season with an
exhilarating evening of classical
guitar. The guitarist was Lynn
Gangbar of Toronto.
Miss Gangbar has received
worldwide acclaim and has
impressed guitar greats such as
Bream and Segovia. The'concert on
Sunday justified the accolades which
Gangbar has enjoyed. Her
enormous technical abilities are
enhanced with the confidence and
power that she instils in her playing.
The program on Sunday included
works from three centuries thus
giving the audience and the
performer the chance to hear and
display respectively, varying
classical guitar technique.
Highlights of the evening were
works by Bach, Walton
and Scarlatti. The Bach pieces were
transcriptions of some movements
from the Ist and 2nd cello suites and
they proved to be very delightful.
The classical guitar lends itself to
close intimate surroundings and the
music room at 57 Young St. was
perfect for this concert holding a
near capacity audience of sixty.
The next concert in the KWCMS
series is on Sunday September 26 at
57 Young Street, featuring pianist
Tom Plaunt.
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Starring: George C. Scott
Timothy Hutton
Friday September 24,1982
at 7pm & 9pm
Room IEI
Admission: $2.00
Coming Soon:
BODY HEAT
Presented by WLUSU
———
————
______
SPIS% OFF A
All Engineering, Drafting V" A
& Artists Supplies /
Upon presentation of this coupon and J« /
WLU ID Card
*
® Jft M m ■ ■ Wesimount P!,u e 68 Queen Street S
\m\m 111 Waterloo. Ont Kite hener, Orit
_
j|ll§l|
?f I 885-4691 745-1431
POETICS
THE ANTIC by Byron Siren
The Cord Weekly regrets that in its
issue of 16 September 1982, itprinted
a poem by Gary Waller without his
knowledge or permission and
furthermore bv making c hanges to the
poem without informing him, it was
possibly left open to misunderstan-
ding. The Cord Weekly unreservedly
apologizes to Dr. Waller for any
offence it has caused him.
Every night you come in.
I notice a hidden cautiousness
present among your well-wishers.
Though your drunkenness
is more than an inconvenience
than it is feared, now.
Don't you think it would be better,
II they loved you for
what you are--
Without a Reserved suspicion
of what vou could be?
"A KID AGAIN" by Fred Normal
Alter chocking the pilot light
lor my grandmother.
in her dank.and dark cellar-
even in my cramped suit and tie-
tile rate at which
1 climbed those stairs
clears up any doubts
I once had.
That shaggy mop
still bears a striking
resemblance to the "boogie man"
jealousy
Thief! and an inadvertantly clumsy one,
at that,
if you cannot or won't keep it any longer, i
should
very much like to have it back.
you lost it? well, you did have it, we both
know that much.
exactly where it got misplaced is difficult to
assume, >
never mind that.
birds chirping in Belwood, birthday in
Buffalo ,
final breakfast in Boston much later
Or was it Rosedale? it was your film,
remember.
How to recognize distance at a distance, that
was the trick.
travel presents no turmoil, unless there is
only
distance at the end of the journey.
You're right. it really isn't that
important.
No need to put in a claim
No one would believe the story, anyhow.
Mike Strathdee
The Pact
I'm the one who
made this treaty,
i decided that we
wouldn't write, wouidn't
see each other, wouldn't
talk ever.
Well, though it has been
only a short time since
the signing of our
binding agreement, this
co-author searches
for a loophole.
PIROUETTE by James D. Weare
Poetry would be help;
Some books.
There should be an anthology.
Some analogy...
But Eliot is just an echo
Of clinking spoons and whimpers.
And Wordsworth is
The value of a dictionary.
An education would help;
To sit dark rooms,
With candlelight dancing
To shadowy voices
Discussing politics and art.
If he could speak
In French or Spanish,
Or Latin and Greek,
Perhaps he could think
Of something to say...
Maybe someone would listen.
But the candlelight evades him
In his unenlightened darkness;
Silent, save for
Songs he never sang,
Guitar strings he never stroked,
Though he frets a lot:
As refinement needs a base,
foundation.
So the base needs refinement
He needs to feel potential.
To point it, guide it and direct it.
The way the fired pistol
Will escape futility.
Maybe that is all it is;
Escape from himself
And others like him.
Beyond the windowpane
His reflections mingle,
With the pointilist impressions,
In the silken street below.
"There but for the grace of God go
I."
Instead in this dim littered room.
The tattered curtains.
Swirling open.
Set the perfect stage
For the bullet's pirouette...
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SPORTS
Soccer Hawks undefeated
by Dave Bradshaw
The soccer Hawks had a pair of
games over the past weekend. The
'~st against McMaster in Hamilton
was the Hawks opening game of the
1982/83 season. They started the
new season in very good form,
shutting out the Marauders by the
score of 2-0.
Although hindered slightly be the
long grass, the Hawks were able to
control most of the game and
capitalized twice on good scoring
opportunities. The first goal, by
veteran Paul Scholz, last year's most
valuable player, came as a result of a
nice pass form Rob Anagnosto-
polous. The second goal was a lone
effort by Scottv Fraser who beat
several defenders with quick foot
work before putting the ball in the
back of the net. Scottv was the 1980
Soccer Hawks MVP and along with
last year's winner, Paul Scholz, they
are certainly setting an excellent
example for the new members on the
team.
The second game of the season for
the Hawks was at home against the
University of Guelph. Guelph is not
particularily noted as a powerhouse
but has always provided formidable
opposition that can never be taken
too lightly.
This became very apparent after a
lapse by the Laurier side that
resulted in a-goalmouth scramble
and a resulting goal for Guelph at
the ten minute mark of the first half.
The game became fairly physical
after that, with both sides having
players given yellow cards by the
ret'eree. The remainder of the first
half was fairly even with both sides
settling down to good controlled
soccer.
Both teams were playing the
offside rule very closely and with
only five minutes gone in the second
half Laurier's defense momentarily
lapsed, allowing Guelph a four-on-
one break. The Guelph ball carrier
elected not to shot and was stopped
by goaltender Eymbert Vaandering
when he tried to deke around the
netminder. After the original stop,
the ball squirted loose and travelled
along the goal-line where defender
Mark McLogan made a sliding save
as a second Guelph attacker took a
shot. This was a crucial stop as a
second goal at that time may have
proved insurmountable, judging by
the way the two teams were playing
at that time.
After a few more player changes
by Coach Lyon, which included
veteran Alex Karakkokinos.
returing from an injury, the team
play picked up noticeably and the
game opened up and the Hawks
were putting a lot of pressure on the
Guelph defense.
Midway through the second half
the pressure paid off as Art Van
Santenscored for the Hawks, tying
the score at 1-1.
The remainder o.f the game was
controlled by Laurier with good
opportunities and near misses by A 1
fourmer,and Mike Walker.
Fortunat-elv for the Griffons, time
ran out on the attacking Hawks and
the game ended in a tie. Coach Lyon,
although not displeased with the 3
point weekend, will continue in his
ways as a perfectionist studying
game films and looking for ways to
improve the team before its next
game Wednesday, against a strong
Waterloo side.
A Laurier drive is thwarted by a heads-up play by two Guelph defenders
York shoots downHawks
by Frank "Fuge"
Furgiuele
For the first time in the school's
history, York Yeomen defeated our
Golden Hawks. Saturday
afternoon, 19-1 before about 1,200
fans at York's beautiful mile wide
stadium the Yeoman defeated
Laurier.
York had been 0-8 against Hawks
in Ontario Universities Athletic
Association play since 1971. Back in
1974 the Hawks crushed York when'
the score was 90-15 in a record for
most points which still stands today.
But history did not repeat itself last
Saturday afternoon.
The Golden Hawk's famed triple
option wishbone offence sputtered,
scoring its only point on a single by
kicker lan Dunbar in the first
quarter.
"We felt'we could win right from
the start", said an ecstatic York head
coach Dave Pickett. "With the
wishbone, they don't try to fool you
at all. They just say we're going to
shove it down your throats. But they
didn't do it today".
Coach Tuffy Knight commented
after the game saying "we had four
turnovers while York had none.
They also beat us badly in the
kicking department. York averaged
39 yards a punt while we were only
averaging 29."
The game started with the Hawks
marching down field most of the
way against the wind and were
threatening to score. Fullback Bill
Bycowski had a nice run to the 10
yard line but was hit from behind
and he fumbled the ball which
nullified that scoring threat.
York, in the second quarter, then
scored the only touchdown of the
half. Tino lacova, York's Q.B.
connected with Neil Dalgarno for a
26 yard T.D. strike. Laurier
26 yard T.D. strike. Laurier's only
point came on a Dunbar single.
The second half was much the
same type of play with York getting
the only major on a big play, a 75
yard screen play to fullback George
Ganas. York kicker Sergio
Copobianco made one of three field
goal attempts, scored 2 singles, and 2
converts to round out the scoring.
Laurier's totalled 256
yards but all of this yardage was
made on the ground. In the air we
had a total of -8 yards. York's total
offence was 285 yards while they got
204 yards in the air.
Coach Knight said that "we made
4 costly errors and the 2 which hurt
us the most were the screen pass for
75 yards and the play in which our
Bill Byckowski (29) looks for a hole in the line Saturday at York. Photo by Kevin McFodden
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cornerback got beat for the
touchdown."
Laurier offensive guard Alex
Nitsis had this viewpoint about the
game: "I think that they weren't that
tough and we made too many
mental errors. We were moving the
ball but there would be a key person
that would not make their block and
that would break down the whole
play."
Nitsis also stated, "we must
improve our blocking assignments
and cut down on our mental errors if
we are to beat Western.''
This week's game is very
important against Western. The
Mustangs are 2-0 in league play and
once again are a power house in the
OIJ A A. A win for us would give us a
2-1 record and would virtually
guarantee us a playoff spot because
the remaining games are against the
league's weaker sisters.
"We must play our best football
in all aspects of the game, offence,
defence, kicking and specialty
teams", was what Coach Knight
believed the Hawks must do to
prevail over Western. Oh yes, one
further point "we must do
something about our passing game"
Knight added. How true coach.
HAWK TALK
- Hawks running back "Sweet C"
Courtney Taylor is again doubtful
about Saturday's game. He is still
nursing a partially seperated
shoulder which he received in an
exhibition game against Bishops.
'Sweet C" is missed because of his
much needed speed in the backfield
which gives the offence a big play
marker.
- Game time for Saturday is 2:00
p.m. and it is our Homecoming
Game so go out and cheer the
Hawks on.
- Amateur quarterbacks don't forget
the Q.B. Club Luncheon at
Waterloo Motor Inn the Monday
after every game. The luncheon
starts at 12:00 and the coaches and
game stars will be there to answer
any questions about the previous
>ame.
Challenge
During the month of October you
are being challenged. The Canadian
Intramural Recreation Association
(CIRA) is conducting a nationwide
Fitness Challenge for students,
faculty and staff at any Canadian
university, college, CEGEP, or
military college.
The aim of the challenge is to
promote increased participation in
physical activity. We are all aware
that participation in physical
activity can increase one's fitness
level and this only adds to your
general well being. The CIRA
hopes that physical activity will
become part of your regular weekly
schedule and part of your lifestyle in
the future.
The challenge is open to everyone
- especially those who are not
physically active. The rules are
simple - participate in your favourite
physical activity at least three times
a week for a minimum of fifteen
minutes each time. Easy!
Take this as a personal challenge
to get active. Pick a physical activity
that you enjoy. The exercise should
be strenuous enough to increase
your heartrate and you should
exercise continually for fifteen
minutes.
There are a number of positive
aspects associated with physical
activities. You can have fun and at
the same time enjoy participating
with your friends. You will begin to
feel better, look better and have a
more positive attitude. You can set
goals, work towards them and gain a
sense of achievement when they are
reached.
Should you decide to accept this
challenge, follow these simple steps:
1. Go to the Intramural Office in the
A.C. and pick up your challenge
material.
2. Participate at least three times a
week for fifteen minutes each time in
the physical activity of your choice.
3. Keep track ofyour progress on the
activity chart.
4. Have fun!
If you want more information on
the challenge, contact Gary Jefferies
in the Intramural office at the
Athletic Complex.
Laurier Mutual
Pool Tourney
by Mike Simpson
A friendly snooker tournament
with players from Wilfrid LaurierUniversity and Mutual Life
Assurance took place this past
weekend in the WLUSU Games
Room. Organized by Tim Turcotte
to provide an afternoon of pool, the
friendly competition was the second
annual meeting.
Mutual Life's Don Keith captured
the Division 'A' prize of a new
leather cue case with a record of nine
wins and two losses. Mutual Life
struck gold again as Rodger Barrie
beat Tim Laird in the 'B' Division
final. Not to be shut out, Laurier's
Don Chong won the 'C' Division
competition. Maurice Kwong, also
from Laurier had the high run of
thirty-five points on the day.
Success was the adjective used to
describe the day as the sharks
headed to the 'Loo' for a victory
celebration.
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Texas Instruments
Programmable TI-58C/TI-59
advanced programmable calculators
with plug-in Solid State Software™ modules
and Constant Memory™ feature
TI-58C TI-59
program —» • Up to 960 program steps.
Or, up to 60 memories. Or, up to 100 memories.
• 25-program Master * 25-program Master
Library Module with i«gf Library Module with
5,000 program steps. 5,000 program steps.
• Optional plug-in library « Optional plug-in library
modules available. I 1 A»i&i mkl In modules available.
• system. • Magnetic cards Jo record
fv
special Software Offer
If you purchase a TI-59 Programmable between July 1 and Dec. 31, 1982,
we'll give you 2 modules worth $90.00 at no additional charge!
Or, if you buy a Tl-58C, you'll get \ module worth $45.00 at no additional charge!
Choose from: Applied Statistics, Business Decisions, Real Estate/Investment
Math/Utilities, Aviation, Electrical Engineering
Marine Navigation, Leisure Activities, Securities Analysis
For details, check with your Campus Bookstore or your nearest retailer. f~l o<b
© 1982, Texas Instruments. \j
LarryTougas:
Laurier's man
of all seasons
by Frank "Fuge" Furgivele
Being a receiver for the Golden
Hawks is one position which does
not get a lot of attention in the
offensive plays, but it is still an
important position. This year's
Hawks have one player who plays
split end and when the ball comes his
way, which is not too often, he rises
to the occasion and comes up with it.
This man last year set two Hawk
receiving records: most catches in a
game (eight), and most catches in
one season (twenty six). These are no
league records, but by Golden Hawk
standards these are excellent
numbers in the wishbone orientated
offense. This man is none other than
sth year veteran Larry Tougas.
Larry is the on-field offensive
captain . Larry hailed from
North Bay, where he attended West
Ferris S.S.. In high school he also
played as a receiver slotback.
Besides football Larry played
basketball and curling. He won a
leadership award in high school
football and was also named the
school's outstanding athlete in his
final year, 1978. Larry also helped
his school win two city football
championships.
Larry talked about his past 5 years
at Laurier: "Football has opened
the door for many opportunities at
school and I don't regret playing
here at all. I've made a lot of friends
here that 1 will be in contact with for
the rest of my life." (Especially S.F.)
"I like the small university
because you really get to know the
professors. They seem interested in
your achievements, academically
and athletically. I've always believed
that football had to be part of my life
in order for me to achieve my future
goals, which are to play football and
to become a teacher."
Tougas has been very active at
Laurier. Besides playing football he
works as part of student security at
the Turret. Larry has also been a
Don at Willison Hall the past three
years and has been coach of the girls'
_powderpuff football "Tougies
Tigers" champions of the past two
years.
Larry's plans for the future are to
go to Nipissing Teachers College in
North Bay, and to teach geography
and physical education, Larry's
double majors here at Laurier. "I've
always wanted a shot at the CFL,|
and maybe with a couple of breaks'
this year I'll get it. If I don't, I've
already got plans for the future."
Best of luck in the future Larry,
and thanks for your five years of
contribution to W.L.U..
Cord Photo
Schmidt wins
Meet at Mac
This past weekend proved very
successful for Wilfrid Laurier's
Cross Country Team. At the
McMaster Invitational Cross
Country Meet, Laurier's Lloyd
Schmidt won the men's 7.8 km rac<i.
Finishing fifth in the same race was
teammate Mike Veit. The winning
time for Schimdt was a very good
24:50, which is equivalent to running
a 32 ten kilometre race. Veit, who
finished fifth, was less than a minute
off the winning time, finishing the
course in 25:38.
In the girls' section of the meet,
Laurier was once again well
represented with a sixth place finish
by Diane Young. The race was 2.3
kilometres lonB and Young had a
time of 12:44, thirty five seconds off
the winning time of 12:05.
Coming meets for the team include
Friday, September 24 at Western
and the next day at York University.
Coach Ray Koenig was very pleased
with the results of the McMaster
meet. He would like to let the
students know that there are still
openings on the cross-country team
as well as the track team. If you are
interested in competing, or even
officiating in some meets, please feel
free to contact the coach at 884-1970
extension 437, or go up to his office
in the Arts Building room 2CSA.
EDITORIAL!
by Chuck Kirkham
Notice that this week's
EDITORIAL at the top of
the page has an exclam-
ation mark after it. The two
previous weeks, as
probably nobody noticed,
there was a question mark
after that original, thought
provoking headline. The
exclamation mark is there
this week because there is
now no doubt that I am the
brand new, CSA approved,
Sports Editor. Good
reason to drink heavily I
think!
Because I'm now fairly
sure of my position here in
the world according to
Cord I'll write the column
this week that should have
been written two weeks
ago..."How I spent my
summer vacation". No,
wrong, delete. Should read,
"What I hope to do this
school year at the Cord."
Okay, first and foremost
I intend to have fun. Mike
is not too impressed by this
idea, as things get hectic
enough up here at the office
without me messing things
up, but since I am so good
at doing just that, there
appears to be no reason to
stop my foolishness.
Secondly, I hope to keep
the sports-minded student
here at Laurier fairly, well
informed. Not just about
varsity teams but intra-
murals and 0.U.A.A./
C.I.A.U. action as well.
Thirdly, I hope to keep
things at least half
interesting. This will
include a variety of
different writers, as well as
varying points of view. If
you have something
constructive or maybe even
destructive to point out
about the sporting life here
at Laurier or the sports-
world in general, feel free
to come up and see me
about getting your article
in the paper. (Destructive
criticism is not always the
best but if it is not too
slanderous, which will cost
us mega-bucks, we can try
to slip it past that great
editor in the sky, Michael
Strathdee.)
There is probably a
fourthly and fifthly as well,
possibly even a sixthly but
who really cares, I know I
don't.
So here is to eighty two
and three's jocks and
jockettes at Laurier; may
you play hard and party
harder.
* * *
Non sporting news
editorial: Criminals!
Professional or otherwise,
go wild at Laurier on
weekends! If someone sees
you committing some
'dastardly' crime, don't
worry. By the time they
phone the Super Cops,
maybe get an answer after
ten or fifteen rings, and are
put on hold for sixty to
ninety seconds, you'll have
plenty of time for a very
clean getaway...Go for it!
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Hockey Hawksby Kevin Reilly
The_ 1982/1983 Golden Hawk
hockey season will soon be upon us
and if the indications 1 haverecieved
from the coaching and players is
precise, our hockey team is heading
for the top. Of course, the
beginnings of a new season always
looks bright in the minds of those
involved. But the coaching staff of
this year's Hawks has gone beyond
mere raving and produced tangible
evidence that this team is bound for
glory.
In order to get a first-hand look at
the high calibre of players we are
dealing with, I enlisted the help of
Head Coach Wayne Gowing. His
comments about his returning
players and promising rookies are
intended to give the Laurier fans an
idea of how successful this season
could be.
Returning Players:
Dave Beckon: Center
13-18-31
Dave is a second year man from
Peterborough Petes of the OHA.
He is a quick, smart, and consis-
tent center who led last year's
team in points. I have great ex-
pectations of him this year.
Don Poulter: L.W.
11-11-22
In his fifth year with the team,
Don is relied on to provide good
leadership. He is a strong two-
way player.
Paul Roantree: Center
14-6-20
Paul's first year last season was
very impressive. His scoring
touch is a valuable asset.
Wilf Rellinger: Defence
3-13-16
A good tough defenseman. Wilf
led last year's team in penalty
minutes.
Dave Robinson: Defence
5-9-14
Dave joined us half way through
last year's campaign. His pro
experience in the INL is valued
in our hopes for this year.
Tony Matindale: R.W.
6-6-12
A strong and enthusiastic 3rd
year player whose two-way
ability shines.
Mike Gazzula: L.W.
3-8-11
An excellent penalty killer as
well as regular. Gained good ex-
perience in his rookie year last
year.
Greg Mills: R.W.
4-6-10
Injuries sidelined Greg for a
good deal of last season but we
are looking to him for a big year
in 82/83.
Steve Rossiter: Defence
1-5-6
Like Greg, injuries kept Steve
from reaching his best last year.
His defensive skills will be help-
ful this year.
Rob Deutschmann: R.W.
2-2-4
A second year player who contri-
butes greatly at every oppor-
tunity. He is relied upon as our
utility man.
Ray Kremer: Defence
2-1-3
A second year man who made
steady improvements in his
rookie year. Last year's ex-
perience will make him a more
constant rear-liner this year.
Dave Bogart: Defence
His strength and good anti-
cipauon win maKe his 3rd year
with the team a productive one.
Terry Thompson: Goal
3.52 G.A.
An outstanding goalie whose
3.52 average earned him an
OUAA First All-Star Team
birth. His stand-up style is very
consistent and may earn him All-
Canadian consideration.
John Sop: Goal
6.00 G.A.
An intelligent and hard working
goaltender with a terrific
attitude.
Some of the team's more impres-
sive rookies could be the reason for
Coach Gowling's optimistic: look at
the upcoming Reason. Names such as
Kevin Casey and Joel Levesque
from last year's Memorial Cup
winning Kitchener Rangers are
constantly mentioned. Some other
names to watch for are Walters,
Halliday, Bienkowski, and Stark.
All of these players and the
numerous other rookies in camp
have left the head coach very
optimistic of his club's chances this
year.
The upcoming 1982/83 Golden
Hawk hockey season looks
promising. The return of 14 of last
season's players and the recruitment
of some very impressive rookies has
given our team the confidence it
needs, going into this new season.
Probably the most confident is head
coach, Wayne Gowing. His
comments on his returning players
and his ravings about new personnel
are very positive. He feels he has a
winning team. The one piece that is
missing from the Golden Hawks
picture is a great deal of fan support.
It is great to have a good winning
attitudebut a lot of what happens on
the ice depends on the support from
the stands. Make the 82/83 season
your season to support the Hawks.
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Student financial
Assistance
For information on part-time
employment in the Ontario
Work-Study Plan come out to:
Room IEI
Tuesday September 28, 4:00
For information on Work-Study
and other forms of financial
assistance interested students,
with financial need, should
contact the Student Awards
office, Ground Floor, Student
Services Building.
"WLUSU Information"
You Want Music
SAMBOARD
Is the Only
Choice!
We Deliver a Rich
Sound
Any Where - Any Time
For a Very Affordable Pricc
Give Us A Call At
884-1360
Gourmet six ounce burgers
Done to your individual taste
Variety of salads with spinach or
lettuce, each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche
Exotic foot-long hot dogs
entrees for under $3.90
Licensed for Wine and Beer
Corner ofKing and William Streets
BESIDE THE DONUT CASTLE
CORONET
(871 Victoria St. North)
744-3511
APPEARING
THURS SEPT 23 to 25
-TOTALLY WIRELESS SHOW
- FIRE - ROTATING DRUMS
THURS OCT. 7 IN THE PIT—DANCERS
W.L.U. SOCCOR TEAM MON NITE - MEN'S NITE
PRESENTS "VERTICLE" TUES NITE - WET T-SHIRT 1
(ADVANCE TICKETS) WED NiTE - STRIPPERAMA
1— 1 -
O.U.A.A. Scoreboard
Football
Results
York 19 Laurier 1
Windsor 17 Guelph 14
western 34 Waterloo 17
Toronto 50 MacMaster 1
Future games
Friday -
MacMaster at Waterloo
Saturday -
York at Guelph
Western at Laurier
Windsor at Toronto
AUAA
Acadia 7 Mount Allison 6
St. Francis Xavier 23
St. Mary's 13
WIFL
B.C. 37 Saskatchewan 7
Manitoba 51 Calgary 19
OQIFC
Carleton 34 Queens 32
Ottawa 40 Bishop's 35
McGill 21 Concordia 8
Socccer
Results
Saturday:
Laurentian 2 Waterloo 0
Laurier 2 McMaster 0
Guelph 0 Western 0
Sunday:
Laurentian 0 Brock 0
Guelph 1 Laurier 1
Western 3 McMaster 1
Future games
Sat. Sept. 25
Western at Laurentian
Brock at McMaster
Sun. Sept. 26
Guelph at Laurentian
Waterloo at McMaster
Laurier at Brock
Wed. Sept. 29
Laurier at Western
McMaster at Waterloo
Brock at Guelph
Cross Country
Fri Sept. 24 at Western
Sat. Sept. 25 at York
Sun. Sept. 26 at Queens
Fri. Oct. 8 at Waterloo
Sat. Oct. 23 at WLU
Sat. Oct. 30 OUA A at Laurentian
Labatt's
Players of the game
Offensive Star
Jamie Cattan - Jamie carried the ball
fourteen times for seventy six yards
and was one of the few bright spots
in Laurier's offensive out put against
York.
Defensive Star
David Waud - Nose Guard - Dave
along with the entire Gold Rush
Gang played a strong game with
Dave leading them in tackles and
making Saturday pretty miserable
for the York back field.
Cord Photo
Cord Photo
Carling O'Keefe's
Players of the game
Guelph Game
Mike Walker - Right Wing - Mike
is an exceptionally strong rookie
player and has been impressive in all
games so far this year. Mike set up
one of the goals in this game.
McMaster Game
Paul Scholz - Defender - Paul is
one of Laurier's two All Canadians
and was last year's team MVP. In
Saturday's game Paul had a goal.
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GP W L T F A F
Western 2 2 0 0 64 41 4
Toronto 2 1 1 0 53 IX 2
York 2 I 1 0 43 28 -2
Waterloo 2 1 1 0 38 40 2
Windsor 2 ] 1 0 23 30 2
Laurier 2 1 I 0 18 22 2
MacMaster 2 I I 0 15 60 2
Guelph 2 0 2 0 24 31 0
GP W L T F A P
Laurier 2 10 13 I 3
Western 2 10 13 1 3
Laurentian 2 10 12 0 3
Guelph 2 0 0 2 1 1 2
Brock 10 0 10 0 0
Waterloo 10 10 0 2 0
McMaster 2 0 2 0 15 0
Anorios PJf|&
U / RwlJCitchLvn
Breakfast Special
in
■2Fj¥j33J33B and HKLDKiISZiJJuLiyI
Includes: choice of juice, ham, bacon or sausage, 2 eggs, homemade
toast, jam and coffee.
$025 $250
Served mon ,o Fn. Sam-ium Served 10am to 12 noon
Sat. and Sun. Bam 3pm /H Sf. AgdthQ
NOTICE ST. AGATHA LOCATION
Waterloo Location Regular dinner menu
NOW OPEN a"tfaySunday
•«/ Country-styie mealsALL DAY available
SUNDAY Accommodation
— 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. — for bus 9r°uP s
47 Erb St. W. 85 Erb Road
Waterloo St. Agatha
886-2540 886-6250
— FULLY LICENCED UNDER LLBO —
I DYNAMIC KARATE I
A complete system of physical
and mental development of
self defense and fitness.
BLACK BELT INSTRUCTOR
TONY DACOSTA
Class to be held Mondays and I
,
Wenesday at 4:30 - 6:00 in theß
' lit'''' Upper Activities Room of the IPAC or WLU campus
"*<£' Registration:fiywß, Sept 27 & 29 at 4:30 in
''' -'Activities Room
? ■M " Classes begin Mon. Oct. 4/82 I
I C' Ub headquarters: Kit 744-9551 I
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HOMECOMING '82
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
Evening - Float Building
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
- Finishing Touches on the Floats
Afternoon J L
12:00 noon - 10:00 pm - Athletic Complex - _-Hr
Open for swim, squash, exercise, sauna and gymr®* *
12:00 pm - Assembly Time For the Parade
12:30 pm - Parade leaves Campus
1:30 pm - Parade arrives at Seagram's Stadium
2:00 pm - Football Game Laurier vs. Western
Halftime Show - Prizes awarded for the Floats
The 1972 College Bowl Team and a Cheerleading
Presentation by over 200 Cheerleaders.
4:30 pm - Pre Oktoberfest Bash - Seagram Gymnasium
Evening
8:00 pm - Homecoming '82 DANCE (TURRET)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL WLUSU 884-1360 or KATHLEEN ROBINSON 884-2807
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL ON THE 25th!!
r*—
It's Time For A Super Haircut
From g 0/uperchp/
THE BEST HAIRCUT
ANYWHERE FOR ONLY *D
rj H7T TT 160 UNIVERSITY AVE. WEST 888-7500WL.U Your New Neighbours in The University Shops Plaza
112 *14 King St. S. Waterloo 415 Hespeler Rd. Cambridge
i across from Waterloo Square across from McDonald'sI 884-CUTS (884-2887) 622-COMB (622-2662)
| J One Dollar Ijpr 200 Highland Ave. Kitchener Monday - Friday 9am to 9pmI J Towards Superclip 3 blocks east of Westmount Saturday 9am to 6pm
743- 6212 No Appointments Necessary ,
1 Superbuck Coupon Is Good For Each Member Of Your Group BHB ■ ■■■ ■■ 112 I I
Valid at all Superclips: Kitchener, Waterloo. Brantford, London I MM IB Ltf ■■ M I I M M tt™"1™ U
